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Windy but thankfully no rain to spoil 
ANZAC Day in the Valley, where a 
crowd of more than 400 assembled at 
the Cenotaph.   
Many members of the community 
contribute to the success of this moving 
ceremony to commemorate our war 
heroes and celebrate the ANZAC spirit, 
which is so much a part of our national 
heritage.  

Good roll up at the Valley’s “One day of the year”! 

A stirring sight as the parade approaches 

 

Leon Rebbeck who won a special award p3 

The wonderful supporters are  Ben Stapleton 
who has been flag monitor for 10 years, Mike 
Hammond, bugler, Lance Brown and Nigel 
Anderson, audio masters, Nell Britton, vocalist, 
Gayle and Allan Harvey, programmes and 
wreaths, the Raffle Organizer, Eileen Rebbeck 
and her able assistants, Leon and Abbey, the staff 
at KV Primary, Jacqui Lenz, Anne Dynon,John 
Anderson, the Ambulance, Police and Rural Fire 
Brigade, our respected Ministers, Andrew 
Patterson and Fr Ronan, the ever willing and 
reliable Lions Club, the Nowra Bowling Club 
and the ladies with the rosemary and 
programmes, Marjorie Wilkie and  
Mary Mc Intryre. 
Thank you all for what you do so well. 
Special recognition to our generous sponsors and 
service providers: The Valley Voice, The 
Friendly Inn, KV Golf and Country Resort, 
Nostalgia Factory. KV Estate, KV Olives, 
Shoalhaven Council, RTA, South Coast Register 
and Radio 2ST. 
 

All who attended the ceremony were captivated 
by the heartfelt Commemorative Address from 
Rear Admiral [retired], Simon Harrington AM. 
He had thoroughly researched the stories behind 
the names on the Memorial and gave to each war 
hero an identity, to be respected and treasured by 
this community. 
Thank you for your efforts Simon 
Back from the war zone at the Gulf and deterring 
pirates, was our wonderful parade leader, Capt 
Tony Aldred. We can always be sure everything 
will run like clock work, when he is in charge of 
what has become quite a long assembly of 
marchers. 
Thank you to HMAS ‘Albatross’, for an 
impressive performance as the Catafalque party.                                         
What a treat to have the Scots College Pipe band, 
and a well turned out group of Scouts and Cubs. 
The young people of the Valley have embraced 
the significance of Anzac Day and from 
Kindergarten to High school, students take pride 
in being part of this special day. 
This year we included two songs by the school 
choir and the improved audio equipment helped 
their young voices to soar. 

Swelling the ranks were the boys from Scots 
College, complete with school banners and 

(Continued on page 6) 

Simon Harrington’s inspiring address page 3 

K.V.’s Mike Hammond the bugler on call 
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Letters to the Editor 
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Priceless moments in time 

Hi KV Voice 
 
Here is a most significant issue for Kangaroo 
Valley and surrounds.   
Can it go in the next issue of The Voice?   
 

In the dark about  digital tv -  
the digital tv nightmare.   

We’re about to go backwards but a lot of 
people don’t know it yet. 
Great TV signal today… 
Prior to 8 years ago, people around Berry and 
other northern Shoalhaven areas (as well as 
many other parts of Australia) had always had 
terrible television reception.  This was fixed 
for most people when the Australian 
Government and local councils installed “black 

(Continued on page 4) 

As is usual our May issue provides an 
intensive coverage of the Valley’s 
ANZAC Day commemorative service 
which continues to impress itself on the 
calender and deeply impress visitors to 
the valley or those attending the service 
for the first time. 
This year we have been able to include a 
complete transcript of  the speech given by 
Simon Harrington a valley resident and 
retired Rear Admiral of the Australian Navy 
who delivered the commemorative address. 
The speech was received with unwavering 
attention by the audience and was the subject of 
praise and discussion at the end of the service. 
Simon certainly put in a extra effort by way of 
research and his constant reference to well 
known Valley names as part of the history of the 
major conflicts, certainly resonated with those 
who were there. 
Simon’s address begins on page 3 and his 
research sources included  
John Griffith:   
A History of Kangaroo Valley - 1978 
Geoff Todd:  The Valley Boys 
Joan Bray:  Kangaroo Tales 
and The Department of Veterans' Affairs 
The parade was larger this year swelled 
somewhat by ranks of Public School pupils and 
boys from The Scots College, Glengarry. 
Glengarry also provided the pipe band and the 
involvement of the school children from the 
Valley was enthusiastic and effective and 
evinced a strong feeling that this was indeed an 
occasion of some importance to our small 
community. 
It is also noted that the ANZAC Day two up 
game which this year was held at The Friendly 
Inn contributed more the $200 to Legacy. 
We have also devoted more space in this issue 
than usually needed to printing the  obituaries of 
four people connected to the valley with varying 
tenure and activities, but who will all be missed 
for their contribution to what continues to mark 

the valley as a place where new ideas and 
people are readily adopted to become an 
integral and motivating force for growth and 
purpose. 
Another big situation at the moment which has 
confused many and frustrated many more is the 
question of the cessation of the analogue 
television service and the enforced changeover 
to digital coverage. 
This is a Federal Government policy decision 
which is causing much uneccesary distress in 
our community. 
A comprehensive letter on the confusion and 
the plans for this change begins on page 2 and 
a Valley Voice special report (see page 14) 
undertaken by Jason Horton confirms the 
murkiness surrounding this imbroglio which 
becomes less clear as each day passes with 
extensions to deadlines, variation in verbal and 
writte communications and a growing feeling 
of unease in so many residents. 
Our letter writer Mr Dalmazzo of Jaspers 
Brush has done us a good turn (as has Jason) 
for giving us the wake up call. 
What we need now is a confrontation with the 
government which has put many  esidents of 
the Valley at a disadvantage through lack of 
service, a closed shop only as a means of 
obtaining a continuing service and a callous, 
some would say callous disregard 
for the rights and fair and equal treatment for 
all citizens of Australia no matter where they 
live. And another case of the prevailing 
“governments know what best” (for you and 
about everything) attitude, is the frenetic push 
now, (after years of bureaucratic 
mismangement) to turn the SLEP 2009 into a 
“convenient one size meets all” administrative 
discombobulation (so what has changed?). 
The well fought fight to secure benefits to the 
Valley in DCP 66 must not be lost but rather 
strengthened and preserved to combat the 
inherentlack of vision and total misconception 
of what small local communites are about. 
It is called caring about people. Carl Leddy 
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“The bullets are whistling all around us, at last 
the boat is here, in we get, away we go, we 
have to row. I have an oar.  I need not say, but 
that we are putting every ounce of our strength 
on the oar, on the way to the shore I had a 
narrow squeak, a bullet passing right through 
my pack in line of my armpits.  I just missed it 
by a few inches, had it hit me it would have 
went right through and I would not have even 
seen a Turk.  Well as soon as ever the boat 
touched the bottom we jumped out up to our 
waist in water and I think the majority went 
right under.  Anyway I staggered out onto the 
beach and never in all my life was I ever so 
exhausted as then, I was that weak that I could 
not stand up, all through pulling so hard on the 
oar, It was a wonder some of them did not 
strain themselves, such was the experiences of 
the first landing party on the 25/4/15.” 
Those words were written by Syd Sharman 
who was part of the first Brigade to land at 
Gallipoli 97 years ago today.   
He was from Kangaroo Valley. 
On the 25th April, all around the world 
Australians and New Zealanders remember all 
their soldiers, sailors, airmen and others who 
did not come home from conflict.  
In World War One over 60,000 Australian 
soldiers lost their lives, 166,000 were wounded 

out of a total enlistment of 417,000 - this out of a 
population of just over four million.  In today’s 
terms, with a population of 22 million it would 
equate to 2.3 million people enlisting – more 
than everyone who lives in Brisbane.   
Of them, 913,000 would be wounded – much 
more than all the residents of Newcastle and 
Wollongong combined.   

And 330,000 would not come 
home – as many as every man 
woman and child who lives in 
Canberra today.   
The numbers are staggering.   
The losses were felt in every 
community.  We stand in front of 
the Village’s Memorial where the 
names of all those from the 
Valley who lost their lives in the 
two world wars are inscribed -  
Eight from World War II and 22 
from World War I and, on the 
side pillars are the names of the 
36 men who did come home from 
the first of those wars.   

In World War I the total male population in the 
Valley of suitable enlistment age was about 
160.  In other words more than one man in 
every three enlisted, and one man in every 
eight lost their life – over one third of those 
who enlisted.   
One can only feel for the Beacom family 
which lost two brothers within five days; or for 
the Wright family which also lost both brothers 
who enlisted, one at Lone Pine and one at 
Passchendaele; or for the Scott family.  
Of the three brothers who enlisted, only one 
returned.   
The casualty rate from World War II was not 
quite so devastating.  Nonetheless the eight 

(Continued on page 30) 

“The boys in blue” Sergeant Steve Murphy and 
the catafalque party from H.M.A.S. Albatross 

Special ANZAC Day Award 
This year the ANZAC AWARD was presented 
to Leon Rebbeck.  
The Shield is a gift from the Bray family in 
memory of James Bray, husband of Joan, who 
served as a young man in New Guinea in 
WW11. 
Leon, a student in Year 6, has since 
kindergarten attended the Anzac Service and 
laid a wreath for his grandfather, John 
Rebbeck. 
This young man is a keen Scout, always 
willing to ‘lend a hand’, determined to do his 
best and shows thoughtfulness and initiative as 
a School leader. 
A worthy recipient of The JAMES BRAY 
MEMORIAL AWARD. 

Joan Bray 

The stirring commemorative address of 2012 

Jack Higgins delivers the Ode 

Some of the  proud marchers who took part in  Kangaroo Valley’s 2012 parade 

The pupils of Kangaroo Valley Public School who sang two songs of remeberance 
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For Valley Voice  
advertising please phone  

 

44 651 621 

Letters to the Editor (continued) 

Written & authorised by Joanna Gash MP 
24 Berry Street  NOWRA   2541 

Getting the Job Done! 

 

Joanna Gash MP 
Federal Member for Gilmore 

 

May I help you? 
 

I will be visiting Kangaroo 
Valley on Thursday 3 May 

between  
2pm and 3pm outside the  

Pioneer Motel, 152 Moss Vale 
Road, Kangaroo Valley. 

My office is open 8am to 6pm Monday to 
Friday and is located at 

24 Berry Street, Nowra 2541 
Ph: 4423 1782   Fax: 4423 1785 

joanna.gash@aph.gov.au 
www.joannagash.com.au 

 
spot” (also known as “self help”) transmitters. 
Ours is on Moeyan Hill.  For the first time 
ever, thousands of northern Shoalhaven 
resident could see the ball when they watched 
the cricket on tv rather than have it lost 
amongst the snow!  Same deal for Kangaroo 
Valley residents via Clover Hill self help 
transmitter. 
 

Gone tomorrow… 
 

Well that’s all about to change.  The Moeyan 
Hill and Clover Hill transmitters are analogue 
and we are all going digital.  Analogue 
television broadcasts will end on 5th June this 
year and the Australian Government, 
Shoalhaven City Council and the television 
broadcasters have all decided it’s not their job 
to replace the analogue transmitter with a 
digital transmitter on Moeyan Hill and Clover 
Hill.  Back to the bad old days for hundreds if 
not thousands of residents.  Even worse, at 
least when reception was poor for analogue 
you could still watch and listen even if the 
picture was a little snowy, but without strong 
digital signal you won’t be able to watch or 

(Continued from page 2) 

listen - the picture and sound break up to be 
unintelligible - just when you are about to find 
out who the murderer was. 
 

How’s your signal? 
 

Don’t get me wrong, I think digital tv is great -  
If you can get a terrestrial signal through the 
normal antenna on your roof.  Some of you will 
have great signal strength, but right now there 
are lots of people who know they don’t get good 
signal and just put up with it while they still have 
analogue or pay tv to fall back on.  Not sure how 
they’ll feel when analogue is turned off in a few 
weeks.  But there are also people out there who 
have not even tried to see how good their digital 
signal - they don’t have a set top box or a digital 
tele yet.  In a few weeks they might go out and 
buy a set top box ($50 upwards) or a new digital 
tele (how much do you want to pay?) and find 
they don’t get good enough signal.  So then 
they’ll pay an antenna man to get up on the roof 
($150 upwards) who might confirm that they 
don’t have good digital signal.  He might even 
try and sell them a new antenna first.  Some of us 
have been through all that over the last two years 
trying to make sure we were ‘digital ready’, only 
to find we’ve wasted many hundreds of dollars 
and many hours of effort, to be frustrated at 
every turn.   
 

VAST - a very bad alternative 
 

Not to worry - the Australian Government will 
come to the rescue with the VAST satellite 
service, but you’ll have to prove you deserve it 
(don’t believe the first knock back - make an 
appeal).  And if you jumped through enough 
hoops and stamped your foot hard enough they 
might have even subsidised part of the 
installation. Applications for the subsidy closed 
in April - last month!  So by the time people are 
forced to switch to digital when analogue is 
turned off  in June it will be too late to get the 
subsidy. Further, there are a limited number of 
authorised installers so you’ll have to wait two or 
three months after you get approval to access the 
satellite system.  Stock up on novels and get the 
board games out because after 5th June you won’t 
have tv. 
 

For those of us that have broken signal (and the 
government really does not know how many 
people will be affected), the VAST satellite 
system is a very bad solution.  We’re not talking 
about people living in the Simpson Desert or 
back of Bourke here, many of those with 
problems live in town.  It’s bad because: 
 
You’ll have a big, fat, ugly satellite dish on your 
roof (and you won’t be able to use it for the 
National Broadband Network so you’ll probably 
have to put another one beside it in a couple of 
years) 
You won’t be watching local content or 
advertising - it will be from central Australia, eg, 
Imparja instead of WIN. The programming is 

different to local stations and your favourite 
show might not even be on eg, Sydney Swans 
games won’t be shown the way they are every 
week on the terrestrial service (I know most of 
you won’t care about that but it could affect 
your favourite program as well!). 
It’s expensive 
You will have to pay more than $1,000 for a 
single tv installation (having already spent 
hundreds or thousands to find out you don’t 
get terrestrial signal) 
if you want to be able to record tv you can 
double the cost of the VAST box 
you’ll need to pay for an additional separate 
VAST box and wiring for each tv you have in 
the house (additional $700 per set) but the dish 
won’t support too many additional sets 
the government is also spending many 
hundreds of millions of dollars on it. 
You’ll still only be able to record the channel 
you are watching (useful?) - you won’t be able 
to use your twin tuner tv recorder that you paid 
a few hundred dollars for or even your old vcr 
to record one channel and watch another. 
At least initially, the satellite service you will 
get will not show any/many ads, just nice 
music and pictures during ad breaks, or 
perhaps an ad for an Alice Springs 
restaurant.  Maybe that’s a good thing but I 
can’t understand why the commercial channels 
would want us watching their channels and not 
being exposed to their ads, but that is what 
they are doing by not providing us with a 
terrestrial service.  
There is only one brand of VAST box 
available - a cosy relationship with the 
government - no competition to make them try 
hard to satisfy customers with a great product 
or good price, they do what they like with no 
consumer repercussions because we have to 
buy their box. 
If there are hotels, motels, caravan parks that 
rely on the current self help transmitter, it will 
cost them several tens of thousands to install a 
VAST system. 
 

A better option… 
 

There’s a much cheaper and infinitely better 
solution: the transmitters on Moeyan Hill and 
Clover Hill which are about to be switched off 
could be converted to digital for a lot less 
dollars ($150,000) than what hundreds of 
individual residents will pay collectively 
(hundreds of thousands) or what the 
government is spending (hundreds of 
millions).  Why not do that?  It would be a 
much better solution - we could all watch tele 
just like the good old days. I’m happy to 
contribute money to that, rather than pay 
thousands personally and hundreds of millions 
through the government for a very bad 
alternative. 
 

But the Australian Government is making it 
really difficult for councils to do so and is 
actively discouraging it.  The Australian 
Government has invested a lot in the VAST 
system so they need to justify that and make 
sure people have to use it no matter how bad or 
expensive it is.   
 

People power… 
 

(Continued on page 6) 
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Pioneer Museum looking for help!! 
The Museum folk would like to identify the two 
people shown  in these  photographs, which 
were taken at the time that Rendell's cottage 
was deconstructed at Bendeela and moved to 
Pioneer Farm in the 1980s. Ph 44 652 026 

 

Pioneer Museum Park is once again 
hosting The Cancer Council’s fund 
raising day, the ever popular “Biggest 
Morning Tea” event.  
To be held on Sunday May 20 at the 
picturesque and interesting Museum Park 
festivities will begin at 11 am and run 
through to 3 pm. 
This timing allows plenty of oportunity for 
visitors to inspect and enjoy all of the recent 
improvements made at the Park by the small 
army of volunteers who keep the facility 
running and well maintained. 
There have been new additions to the video 
displays and the sound system, which have 
resulted in a much superior audio visual 
presentation of the myriad of historical records 
of the Park which have been lovingly collected 
and restored where necessary, to portray the 
conditions that confronted the pioneers of this 
life in the Valley in the 1800s as they struggled 
to establish the township, the farm sites and the 
bush settlements. Fascinating stuff.  

Feel “like a cuppa”? 

Sunday May 20 
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The Editor 
 

A strong advocate for the Illawarra 
 

It’s always a pleasure to be able to pen 
something positive about one of our state 
members of Parliament.  
As President of NSW Farmers so much of my 
time is spent responding to policies which will 
adversely impact our food producers that I 
rarely get time to acknowledge the many quality 
members who do great work on behalf of their 
electorates.  
The Member for Kiama, Gareth Ward, is 
certainly one of those.  
Many readers would have heard about the 
conflict between farmers, local communities and 
the mining and coal seam gas industries.  
The Coalition Government came to power last 
year on a promise to restore balance between 
these competing land uses and to give the 
community confidence that land and water 
resources will be protected.  
This is a challenging reform to deliver but could 
represent the most important change to the 
planning system in a generation. 

The Government’s proposed plans have fallen 
short of their commitments in this area, and 
Gareth Ward has taken it on himself to put 
forward the concerns of his constituents in the 
Illawarra in a passionate and well informed 
way. Gareth’s efforts will hopefully result in 
the Government delivering plans and 
protections which will safeguard water and 
food producing lands for future generations. 
I commend the steps Mr Ward is taking and I 
encourage members of the community to take 
their own action by joining in the Protect Our 
Land And Water campaign over coming weeks. 
The campaign will culminate in a rally in 
Sydney on 1 May 2012 and we hope you will 
join us there.                Fiona Simson President 

NSW Farmers Association 

Letters to the Editor (continued) 

The issues have long been well known and 
plenty of people have pointed them out to 
broadcasters and government to no avail it 
seems.  Maybe power of numbers will help - 
people should start hassling the pollies and 
industry organisations and telling them how 
bad the satellite option is and that we are going 
backwards from our current excellent analogue 
tv signal.  Why don’t you all apply for the 
subsidy even though the application period has 
closed?  Maybe then the government would 
realise how many people they have affected.   
Call the (8am – 10pm AEST, 7 days).   

Contacts… 
Digital Ready Information line on 1800 20 10 
13 - http://www.digitalready.gov.au/help/
contact-Us.aspx  
Stephen Conroy is the minister - 03 9650 1188 
- minister@dbcde.gov.au 
Joanna Gash is your local member - 1300 301 
790 - joanna.gash@aph.gov.au  

Peter Dalmazzo; Jaspers Brush 

(Continued from page 4) 

The “One day of the Year” 

several teachers. We welcome them and the 
contribution they make to our community. 
Now the ‘stars’ of the show are the school 
children.  A special thank you to all who 
attended the Ceremony and entered the 
colouring and essay competitions.  
The committee hopes you enjoy your prizes. 
These were donated by the following tourist 
venues: Powerhouse Museum, Taronga and 
Western Plains Zoo, Roxy Theatre, Nowra 
Animal Park, Australian Reptile Park, Sydney 
Observatory, Koala Park Sanctuary, Maritime 
Museum, IMAX Theatre, Featherdale Wildlife 
Par, Mogo Zoo, Macquarie Ice Rink.  
The main prize for the Raffle, a special set of 
Australian 2012 coins was won by Anne 
Riddell and Linda Roach received, as the 
second draw,  a lovely book on the ‘ Diggers’ 
donated by David Gazzard. 
Money collected from the Raffle is used to 
purchase $1 commemorative coins for each of 
the school children, as a permanent reminder 
of their participation in the annual ANZAC 
Competition... 
Continuing the praise for the ‘stars of the 
Show’, well done to Jack Higgins[ The 
‘ODE’], Jessica Eccles[ the ‘SIR’ poem], Reid 
Keevers [ Red Cross wreath], Jack Kenny and 
Jessica Eccles[ school wreath, Matthew and 
Nicholas Chittick [ Light Horsemen and 
Unknown Warrior  wreaths, respectively ]  
Leon Rebbeck, Jack Kenny and Gabriel 
Gregory were  the proud  national flag bearers. 
Well done. 
 Thankyou to all the school Year 6 students 
who so willingly helped with the distribution 
of programmes, rosemary and the ice blocks 
and drinks.  To all the past pupils of Kangaroo 
Valley, who now attend various High Schools, 
I should like express my delight in your 
continuing desire to belong to the village’s 
March, Service and wreath laying.  
Our Master of Ceremonies, and he deserves his 
full title, Franz Mairinger OAM is a treasure. 
His easy going charming manner and complete 
control of the order of Service gives me full 
assurance that all will go well. After months of 
planning and negotiating with officials all did 
go well and I feel privileged to have this 
opportunity to be part of our ‘special day’. 
Thank you all for your appreciation and 
support. See you in 2013.                  Joan Bray   

(Continued from page 1) 
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Bill Andrews was a well known figure in 
Kangaroo Valley, often, in the past, seen 
strolling the footpath with a mission - 
keep the Valley clean!  
Bill was born 26.08.1924 and passed away 
quietly at the age of 87. He is now walking 
the Heavens with Nancye, his beloved 
companion of 60 years. 
Bill’s childhood was spent in Granville, 
Sydney, generally cared for by his three 
siblings, as his parents tended their Hardware 
store in Good St.  
Being a practical, hands-on boy he left school 
at the age of 13 and commenced his working 
life in the family business.  
Even at a young age he displayed a 
restlessness, exploring the country and working 
13 jobs before the age of 18, then 36 jobs 
between a short army career and his retirement! 
Of these many jobs he most enjoyed eucalyptus
-getting on a sheep station out of Tumut.  
It was here that Rodney and Cheryl were born.  
Before being shipped off to Borneo and New 
Guinea to do ‘his bit’ for WWII Bill met with a 
friend, beneath the clock at Central railway 
station.  
His friend was being farewelled by a very 
beautiful younger sister.  
The clock at Central became a family meeting 
place after Bill first met Nancye there. 
His war career was an interesting one, doing 
canoe reconnaissance along the rivers and 
interpreting Malay.  

Vale Bill Andrews 1924—2012 
Although he never fired a shot during the war he 
was the top sharpshooter in a division of 22,000 
soldiers.  
He certainly was a restless man, having lived in 
16 different towns, walking bush tracks, 
canoeing rivers and forging trails where there 
were none.  
He and Nancye (and sometimes their three 
children, including David) travelled hundreds of 
thousands of miles of roads and dirt tracks, 
mapping, photographing and writing about, this 
wide country.  
They experienced the wonders of nature in a way 
that most would not dream of.  
The Nepean Canoe Club and the Kangaroo 
Valley Canoe and Kayak Club came to being 
because Bill had a yearning to bring the joy and 
satisfaction of paddling Australia’s great rivers to 
others.  
Bill and Nancye wrote and photographed during 
their travels to put together a series of published, 
multi-edition books including Explore 
Australia’s Great Rivers, A Complete Guide to 
Australia’s Rivers, Explore Australia’s Great 
Inland.  
Bill wrote and mapped the local bushwalk books 
in conjunction with National Parks.  
He has certainly left ‘his mark’ with a wish to 
share his travels and his explorations.  
Many a sing-song has been enjoyed by Bill and 
his associates, around a campfire, under the 
Southern Cross.  

An enchanted garden 
 
As shades of night prepare to leave 
in the shuffled minutes before the dawn, 
there is a delicious, thrilling quiet, 
a poignant air that hangs above  
the sweeping rows of vines, 
while I wait for the sun to come, 
 
as it always does. 
 
My softest steps have still created 
silvery tracks of magic 
through the shining grass, 
as the dew drops gather, 
wrap around the goodness 
then roll as gentle rivulets 
across the toughened leather, 
 
and I reflect on truth. 
 
The sun’s first watery rays 
reach into the valley, 
creeping by horizon’s door 
to warm again 
the place, 
the vines, 
my life, 
and continues exploration 
of the schemes of deeper meaning 
that paper walls to shield the freshest hope, 
  
which is the currency of each newest day. 
  
 

Bill always contributed with the music of the 
harmonica, the ukulele and the old tea-chest 
base. 
In fact, as a fitting tribute - old scouting, 
canoeing and farming friends gathered around 
a campfire at Cheryl’s home in Kangaroo 
Valley, after a day to farewell Bill Andrews 27 
March. Nancye would have been singing along 
that night, with the voice of an Angel and Bill 
would have been up there, strumming the old 
tea-chest base, long ago gone to Heaven.  

 Cheryl Andrews 

The sun’s caress 
begins to slowly move the dew 
that glistening,  
clings to grapes all bunched along the vines. 
And from that lightest touch, 
trickling patterns of spills and shapes emerge 
to reveal that these grapes that wait, 
are not all the same. 
Some are rich and full, 
while others,  
injured or diseased, 
are stunted or confined. 
Some we see are already dead, 
 
and well before their time. 
 
Is this a symbol of our world? 
There sun and rain are part of every life, 
and where  
like grapes 
some people reach their full potential,  
others are denied the chance 
to embrace the pleasures of a fuller cup of joy, 
and are removed at random 
to be early laid to rest 
without apparent reason, 
defying all rational attempts to justify 
or understand, 
 
this bewildering, cold conclusion  
 
Then those who are left behind 
call upon an even greater inspiration 
for their challenges of time and purpose, 
drawing from 

a special pool of love 
that at first may hide 
in teasing manner, 
behind dark and brooding clouds of sorrow 
which billow up 
when tragedies occur, 
either unexpected or anticipated. 
 
The hurt is still the same. 
 
Shock, 
realisation, 
readjustment and newer plans, 
leading to fulfilment of richer dreams. 
There is though time for calm reflection, 
on the added joys, now in the past. 
Then the fondest recollections surge back, 
to stir the vigour once again, 
for these vivid pictures  
of the happiest times 
will never be obscured. 
Our loved ones go from sight, 
but they are blessed with everlasting life 
in the private peaceful fields, 
 
of memory’s enchanted garden. 
  
Carl Leddy, Kangaroo Valley, 1996 
 
This obituary is one of four on this and 
following pages about people who have all 
contributed to the development of Kangaroo 
Valley, at various times in a variety of ways. 
Bill Andrews (writer of from the Footpath) set 
an example that we wish more would follow. 

The late Bill Andrews, for many years  
a Valley Voice columnist 
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Philip Neil Sambrook 4/8/52 – 31/3/12 
Life was a fascinating journey for Philip and 
he embraced it…. 
Philip was born in 1952, the third son 
and last child to Dorothy and John  
He was the baby of the family, a happy cheeky 
little boy - full of beans and inquisitiveness.  
He attended Castle Cove and East Roseville 
before gaining a place in Year 7 at North 
Sydney Boys High.  
Year 8 saw him placed in the top stream which 
he decided he quite liked and so intended to 
stay there –  
the start of what eventually became a 
promising academic career. 
Philip and I met as part of the cast of the 1982 
St Vincent’s Hospital Review – an annual 
show event held at the Seymour Centre and put 
on by medicos, nurses and other allied health 
staff. 
We  soon we had our first “date” – but then it 
took three and a half weeks for him to ask me 
to marry him. . 

Philip was focused both academically and 
initially on his projected career path within the 
field of Rheumatology.  
This all changed with his decision to undertake a 
medical doctorate on Bone Metabolism in Early 
Rheumatoid Arthritis in London.  
Suddenly he had found his new life-long passion 
and calling – to find treatments and a cure for 
osteoporosis and then osteoarthritis as well. 
He moved further away from clinical medicine 
into the world of academia – a world he found so 
much more rewarding.  
It allowed him to use his skills of research and 
analytical thinking to increase the knowledge of 
these diseases – and this is his career legacy. 
What I loved most about Philip, was his 
unconditional acceptance and love for me, love 
for me, just as I was.  
Philip was there by my side always supporting 
and encouraging me throughout any ventures I 
chose to undertake.  
This was the man I loved – a man of principle, a 
go –getter, a high achiever.  
He was all-inclusive, helping others to further 
their own personal lives and careers.  
He saw the potential in others and made sure he 
utilised people to their full extent by allowing 
them to play to their strengths, so as to support 
and promote their advancement with no thought 
of benefit to himself. 
Philip was an energetic soul, a keen cyclist and 
pseudo mountaineer, trekking to Everest Base 
camp and summiting Mount Kilimanjaro.  
We shared a passion of rugby, skiing, and 
travelling especially to ancient archeological and 
historical sites, as well as love of good food and 
wine. 

In 2005 we bought an 80 acre farm in 
Kangaroo Valley – a place where we 

could grow older together.  
We planted our own olive groves and by joining 
with other local growers formed a new company, 
Kangaroo Valley Olives to market our products. 
Philip was happiest, driving his tractor and 

slashing his way across the fields on our 
property. 
In 2008 Philip was diagnosed with an Ocular 
Melanoma, an extremely rare form of cancer. 
Treatment choices were varied but we 
attempted to tackle this aggressive cancer head 
on. With the removal of the tumour along with 
his left eye, Philip then continued to live his 
life as he had always done.  
By March 2011 the cancer had returned – this 
time secondary liver and boney metastases – 
Philip took on this challenge with the same 
vigour and determination that he had faced all 
previous challenges in the past. 
Whilst Philip allowed me to be me, I allowed 
Philip to be himself.  

Philip was a remarkable man with a 
marvellous zest for life, a strong love of 

adventure and unquenchable thirst  
for knowledge.  

Philip was fearless and passionate, he always 
fought for what he believed was right. Philip 
was fulfilled. Philip committed himself to 
every role with passion and pursued every 
cause with an unmatched enthusiasm and 
integrity. 
Succeeding in any area of life is about passion, 
yes brains and talent are important but without 
passion, success becomes more difficult to 
attain and less meaningful.  
Philip had this passion for life. 
Bad things happen to good people – and 
outcomes they wouldn’t have chosen occur. 
However it is the measure of Philip’s personal 
strength that he was able to rise above these 
challenges and respond with dignity and 
fortitude. He fought a hard battle, and gained 
some advances forward but in the end, he 
accepted defeat gracefully, and without fear 
knowing that he would be welcomed into the 
Kingdom of Heaven. 
Philip enjoyed his tenures at RNSH, St 
Vincents, and the Garvan moving through a 
medical career from intern to Professor.  
He authored numerous medical papers and 
books, lectured extensively both nationally and 
internationally and was most proud to have 
been honoured with an Order of Australia.  
But it was as a husband, father, son and son-in-
law, brother, and friend, that we ask you to 
remember him – because these were his 
greatest achievements. 
I knew him for less than half of his time here 
on Earth, but together we were an unstoppable 
team – confident in the knowledge that we 
were truly soul-mates. 
Philip passed away peacefully, with his family 
by him. His family will miss him profoundly, 
but he leaves us with extraordinary inspiration 
to draw upon and as we his family mourn his 
passing, we rejoice that while we had him so 
briefly, he was truly ours and he is now at the 
end of his earthly journey, at rest and at peace 
in a place where olives are plentiful; 
summiting mountains is easy, all the answers 
to medical questions are already known and the 
Wallabies always win. 
To my darling Philip, remembering you is 
easy, I do it every day. Missing you is 
heartache and it will never go away.  
Forever in my heart.              Brenda Sambrook              

Vale Professor Philip Sambrook, OAM, MD, LLB, FRACP 
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Original report by Bill Hoffman  
March 29, 2012 (from Sunshine Coast Daily, 

Queensland, Australia) 
Submitted by Warwick Deacock 

A woman, with strong connections to 
Kangaroo Valley  and someone who 
never required a movement to liberate 
her, has died after a lengthy illness. 
Antonia Deacock was an architect, 
explorer, author, mountain climber and 
mother who never saw the boundaries that 
constrained others and simply embraced 
whatever task she set her mind to. 
She died on March 25 at Royal North Shore 
Hospital surrounded by her loving family after 
earlier suffering a massive stroke. 
Mrs Deacock had battled Parkinson's disease in 
recent years.  
In 2011 she shifted from Rowel, Maleny, with 
her husband Warwick to be closer to family in 
Sydney. 
Originally from South Africa, she moved to 
England alone as a 21-year-old and met her 
soldier husband and married as a 23-year-old. 

Antonia a fearless woman 
At 26, accompanied by friends Anne Davies and 
Eve Sims while their husbands were on 
deployment, Mrs Deacock set off on a 25,750km 
road trip to India and back.  
They trekked 483km on foot to the Tibetan 
Buddhist kingdom of Zanskar, the first white 
women to do so. 
In 1959 the Deacocks’ migrated to Australia 
where Warwick established the Outward Bound 
School and the Duke of Edinburgh Awards. 
In 1963 they purchased land in Kangaroo Valley 
in NSW and established the Chakola leisure 
centre, which the family still owns. 
The couple also started the world's first dedicated 
adventure travel company, Ausventure, and 
established close links with Nepal, where they 
have sponsored the education and training of 
many young people who owe their careers to the 
Deacocks' generosity. 
Antonia is survived by Warwick, their children 
Nick and Katherine, and their grandchildren. 

 

Dr. Jeanette Keir MBBS (NSW),  
Has rooms at the  

Kangaroo Valley Community Centre (Ambulance Station) 
 
 

Usual opening hours 
 

Mondays 2-30 pm to 5-30 pm 
Tuesdays and Wednesdays 9-30 am to 1 pm  

and 2-3o pm to 5-30 pm 
Thursdays 9-30 am to 1 pm 

 

Consultations and house calls by appointment 
 

44 652 007 and 0467 492 524 
 

Harm Wiemann was born 27 March 
1944 in war-torn Dresden. 
He was the only child of Dr Harm Tonjes 
Wiemann and Frau Elli Wiemann and was 
raised in Leer and Aurich in Ostfriesland, West 
Germany. 
Harm entered the Art Academy in Bremen, 
West Germany, in 1964 where he studied 
graphic design. He graduated in 1968 with 
honours and was a gifted typographer. 
Following graduation he worked in Hamburg 
as photographic and art director on a number 
of national magazines, and in the corporate 
sector for companies that including Unilever 
and Philips. 

In 1973 Harm 
holidayed in 
Australia with a 
photographer 
friend from New 
Zealand and fell 
in love with it. 
Three years later 
he migrated and 
immediately 
found 
employment in 
the magazine 
publishing 
industry. Later 
he worked 

largely as a freelancer and was amongst the 
first illustrators to be featured in Cleo and 
Cosmopolitan magazines. 
In November 1977 he met and fell in love with 
Donna, who would become his life-long 
partner and wife. Their 34 years together were 
divided between Sydney and Hamburg.  
The last 15 years of his life Harm spent 
developing the property he and Donna bought 
as virgin bush in his beloved Kangaroo Valley.  
Harm embraced life with passion. He was a 
perfectionist with eclectic tastes. He always set 

himself high standards and he expected similar 
of those around him. He was highly motivated, 
never idle, never bored. 
Harm loved nature and was very protective of 
all living things. He adored his Jack Russell 
terriers: Jack who passed away at 16 in 2010 
and Will – just 18 months old. 
He used to say that classical music kept him 
sane. His great loves were anything for cello 
by Bach, piano works by Beethoven & 
Schumann, Brahms’ symphonies, and operas 
by Puccini and Wagner. A prized possession 
was his Gibson guitar which he played with 
relish and on which he composed many of his 
own short pieces.  
Recently he developed a love of English 
literature and was reading through the works of 
D. H Lawrence, Aldous Huxley, George 
Orwell, Evelyn Waugh and Iris Murdoch. 
The last 3 months of his life were spent in and 
out of hospital. With his customary dignity, 
when told by his doctor that further surgery 
was not an option, Harm said “I’m one of the 
lucky ones, I’ve had a good life.” 
Harm will be greatly missed in the Valley, and 
we wish Donna well for the future. 

Belinda Webster 

Vale—Harm Wiemann 
(1944-2012) 

Kangaroo Valley Post Office 

Stationery 
 

Ink cartidges 
 

 
Planet Ark recycling 

Think 
globally 
Transact 
locally 
 

Bendigo 
Bank 
 

CBA 
 

NAB 
 

St George 
 

IMB 
 

Illawarra 
C.U. 
 

Teachers 
C.U. 
 

Police C.U. 
 

Visa Cr 
 

Mastercard 
Cr 
 

+ 70 more 
financial 
institutions 

Antonia and Warwick Deacock 
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The NSW National Parks and Wildlife 
Service (NPWS) will release five endangered 
Brush-tailed Rock-wallabies later this 
month with help from the Friends of the 
Brush-tailed Rock-wallaby group and 
students from the Southern Highlands and 
Shoalhaven. 
NPWS Highlands Area Project Officer 
Melinda Norton says students from Oxley and 
Scots Colleges are helping release and monitor 
the wallabies and the students are also 
capturing the project on film. 
“Parks has been holding workshops at local 
schools and students have learned about Brush-

Brush Tailed Rock 
Wallaby release 
goes hi-tech 

tailed Rock-wallabies and the 
NPWS captive breeding and fox 
control programs to conserve 
them,” Ms Norton said. 
“We have taught local students 
how to monitor the Brush-tailed 
Rock-wallabies using remote 
cameras and radio-tracking 
technology. 
“Later this month, four year 11 
students will help us release five 
captive bred Brush-tailed Rock-
wallabies into one of three 
surviving Shoalhaven colonies. 
“The students will help monitor 
the animals and keep the community informed 
through social media, video conferencing 
between schools and local radio. 
“The Field of Mars Environmental Education 
Centre in Sydney will help schools across 
Australia access footage of this project. 
 

I sometimes find it amazing when 
seemingly little events in my life have 
the most profound effect, emotionally, 
on me.  
Take the last episode. Until 10 am on Saturday 
31st March 2012, I was a virgin. Well, to be 
more precise, a Relay for Life virgin. 
I had a melanoma removed from my chest in 
October 2003. It was an aggressive little 
bugger, but fortunately was not yet deep 
enough for me to require chemo or radio 
therapy.  
Since then, I had noticed the Relay for Life 
ads, heard about it from others, said that I 
wanted to take part, but never actually got 
around to doing it. Until now!! 
This year Wendy and I were asked to join a 
Cambewarra Public School team, as Wendy 
works there teaching special needs children. 
Wendy lost her mum, Lorna Smart, to breast 
cancer last year, so it didn’t take much thinking 
on our part to say “yes, love to”. 
What a fantastic experience. Nowra’s event, 
held at Nowra Showground, had more than 
2,000 registered participants and 154 teams. 
The first lap is walked only by survivors and 
carers, who then veer off the track through a 
guard of honour made up of other entrants.  
We then had morning tea served to us by 
volunteers whilst the other people started their 
walk. 
To support the walkers, there was a market-
like atmosphere in and around the track with 
food and drink stalls, massage tents, bits and 
pieces to buy and plenty of camaraderie to help 
the hours pass.  
All money raised on the day went to Cancer 
Council NSW, where it is used to fund cancer 
research, initiate anti-cancer trials, and provide 
information, support groups, a telephone help-
line, accommodation, transport support 
services and much much more. 
At dusk, a Candlelight Ceremony of HOPE is 
held to Remember those lost to cancer. 
Candles are placed in paper bags lovingly 

inscribed with messages from family and friends. 
These candles are placed around the track to 
encourage us all to remember those who lost the 
fight and be inspired to keep going.  
This was a very moving time for me, and I 
believe it was the impetus for what was to come. 
Wendy and I walked for roughly 14 hours that 
day, with a five minute break every hour from 
dark until midnight. We never expected to walk 
for so long, we just DID.  
We rested until 4am and then set off again, to 
watch a beautiful dawn bring light to the track. 
The closing ceremony at about 9.45am thanked 
all those who participated or supported the Relay 
and then for the last lap, survivors and carers 
were asked to walk clockwise, the others 
anticlockwise, and “high 5” each other as we 
passed by.  
This, too, was a very uplifting experience.  
I measured the distance of one lap later in the 
week with a wheeled measuring “thingy”, and it 
is 454 metres for the shortest circumference and 
we often walked in the middle or outer edge of 
the track. But for simplicity, call it 450 metres. 

We were doing almost exactly 6 minutes per 
lap at our slowest, which means 9 laps per hour 
plus our break.  
So our minimum distance walked was 81 
kilometres, probably about 60 more than we 
ever thought we would walk and bar two laps, 
we walked hand in hand the whole time.  
Not bad for 34 years together, eh. 
I believe my cancer days are well behind me, 
but Wendy put it beautifully when trying to 
explain to a friend why we walked in the 
Relay. Not only was it to celebrate my survival 
or to remember her mum. She said that to raise 
money to further the work of Cancer Council 
NSW was our way of hoping that our 
granddaughter Lacie may never have to worry 
about dying from breast cancer. 
Have a think about what you have just read. 
Go to www.cancercouncil.com.au to read more 
if you wish. And maybe get a team together for 
Relay for Life 2013. Wendy and I will be 
there, as part of Team Smartie this time.  
Come join us and have a lot of fun doing good 
for others.                                       Cooch Allan 

“The Friends of the Brush-tailed Rock-wallaby 
group has been supporting these school 
projects and the group has loaned us some of 
their remote cameras to help the cause. 
“Their members are so passionate to help the 
species and they are always a great help,” Ms 
Norton said. 

Relay for life. Where you 
gain through helping others 
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April started with the closure of the 
swimming pool.  
The season was not one of our best, 
largely due to the endless rain that started 
the year.   
Those involved in running the pool thank you 
for your continued support.   
The pool is an opportunity for some of our 
young local people to get their first job and 
experience that helps them understand the 
rigours of what the rest of us have known for a 
while.   
Your understanding and patience through their 
learning is appreciated. 
Your local club has so far this year donated 
more than $4000 towards a multitude of 
charities.  These have been spread across local 
and international causes.   
These donations have been welcomed by the 
recipients and further increases the clubs 
standing in the district as a club that is always 
willing to get behind a cause.   
One of the causes has been the SightFirst 
program that has been running since 1990 
which has saved the sight of millions of people 
worldwide.   
So far 120 million children worldwide have 
been helped by need based Lions Eye Care 
centres opened with the World Health 
Organisation to deliver eye care services. 
When the 2011-2012 International President 
Wing-Kun Tam took office he challenged all 
Lions worldwide to plant one million trees 
during his term.   
Your local club in April planted another 502 
trees for this cause and the total number of 
trees planted worldwide equals 8,262,335.  

This further demonstrates that Lions can usually 
rise to any challenge and exceed what is required 
of them.   
Having achieved this, his latest challenge is to 
encourage more women into Lions.   
Sadly some club are still male only but the good 
news is that they are falling in numbers, 
particularly when they realise the strength that 
woman bring to any organisation.  
The local club welcomes a couple of new 
members Karen and Mardi to the fold and they 
have already hit the ground running with their 
involvement in our activities already.   
Please contact me if you are interested in coming 
along to a meeting to see what is involved.  
Lorraine and Franz (our convention junkies) are 
off to Perth to represent Kangaroo Valley at the 
Multiple District Convention.   
Lorraine has been the district tour director for a 
number of years organising groups to get to the 
conventions which are great places to start new 
and renew Lions friendships. 
Our last meeting was our election meeting.   
The new board is as follows.   
Dan Cole (President),  
Jan Cole (Vice President),  
Marjorie Wilkie (Vice President and 
Newsletter),  
Jason Horton (Secretary and Publicity and 
Membership),  
Jill Turnbull (Treasurer),  
Rob Griffiths (Tail Twister and Assistant 
Service Director & Youth of the Year),  
Carolyn Green, Lion Tamer ),   
Howard Carter (Service Director),  
Lorraine Maringer (Swimming Pool Manager),  
Margaret Griffiths (Youth of the Year Chair).   
New president, means new ideas and watch this 
space for his mark on the club.   
Dan and his board will be installed on June 26.  
And we close April’s activities with Anzac Day.  
The local service is touching and it is great that 
the local community are seen in such large 
numbers remembering.   
For your local club that means many sausages 
and spending time to reflect on what this day 
means for so many of us. 

Jason Horton 

On Saturday April 21, Ann Sudmalis 
was pre-selected by the Liberal Party 
membership as the candidate to replace 
Joanna Gash for the Federal seat of 
Gilmore.   
There were five candidates and out of a 
possible of 31 votes, Ann received 16 
votes, Andrew Guile 10, Grant Schultz 
four and Catherine Shields one.   
Ann is no stranger to the valley having earlier  
business links and she previously stood as the 
candidate for the state seat of Kiama in 2007.  
Ann has worked for Joanna Gash for more than 
five years and has had council experience on 
Kiama city council.   
Ann also has a 
number of degrees 
and started her career 
as a school teacher 
with experience in 
England and the the 
United States.   
The next Federal 
election, whenever 
that is, will be a hard 
challenge as there is a 
strong personal 
following of Joanna’s that she needs to bring 
along with her.   
With her dedication and hardwork and never 
ending enthusiasm Ann is well poisitoned to 
undertake that challenge.   
The current member believes that Ann is the 
best person to hold Gilmore as she has the 
knowledge, experience, time and the fire in the 
belly to hold the seat.   
Gilmore is a seat with a small lead for the 
Liberal Party of 5.3% and with previous 
elections in other levels of government this is 
no guarantee.   
Ann is committed to hold the seat as a 
representative of the community and has 
already started the hard work required for her 
to win and hold the seat. 

Gilmore pre-selection 

V & A.K. Winch 
Rural Contractors 

Over 25 years industry experience 
 

*          All forms of rural fencing          *      Enclosed gardens 
*          Slashing—Spraying                      *      Bridges and jetties 
*          Stables & day sheds                   *      Cattle yards and horse arenas 
*          Property management               *      Vineyards 
*          Rural consultancy                       *      Water carting 
*          Chem Cert accredited 
 

 

Vincent 0427 898 863 
Sean 0458 233 699 
Ph: 02 4465 1448 

 

ABN 890 440 920 83 
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A very hasty 
transfer of goods 
from the back of a 
truck to the back of 
a 4 wheel drive and 
the equally speedy 
exchange of money, 
would have roused 
any watcher’s 
suspicions of the 
sort of deal that was 
going on.  
The birds’ 
transportation must 
have been 
traumatic, first the 
long haul from 
Victoria, then being 
dragged from one bumpy ride to another, 
unceremoniously squashed inside a dark crate, 
only to be swung around the twisting bends of 
the mountainside down into the Valley.  
They survived and have come to feel very 
much at home in their coop and rainforest and 
paddocks.  
They’ve never become broody, but we have 
managed to breed, sometimes through 
incubation, though that has not been very 
successful, so mostly through friends’ offers of 
broody hens.   
It hasn’t been easy and the success rate hasn’t 
been high, but we have kept the line going and 
there was no way our present birds could be 
lost to eagles, no matter how beautiful the 
eagles were. 
For the next few days I kept the chickens 
cooped and scoured the heavens for any sign of 
the eagles return, but they had gone. I thought 
they might have returned for another chance at 
what originally must have seemed to be easy 
prey. I would have loved to be able to observe 
them more closely, whilst knowing the chooks 
were safely locked away. Nature is beautiful 
and awesome to observe, but protecting the 
family (and the chickens, like Toffer and the 
horses, are part of the family) has to come first. 
 

Open 7 days a week 7 am to 6 pm 

Reflections 

by Jenelle Brangwin 

It was the rooster that first startled me, 
that and the alarmed screeching of 
birds.  
The call of danger immediately brought 
me running in time to see two enormous 
eagles on the gate posts leading to the 
paddock, one on each post, facing each 
other as though to welcome the arrival of 
a victorious Roman Legion.  
I hadn’t seen them actually land, that would 
have been a truly awesome sight, but there they 
were, poised, imperially upstanding, necks 
bent slightly forward so they could survey the 
scene in front of them.  

And that scene was a freshly released coop of 
sixteen white and black chickens out for a 
day’s foraging. The eagles must have spotted 
the moving stream as they poured out of the 
coop.  
Magpies and crows were darting at the eagles, 
calling and cawing and trying to drive them 
away.  The eagles ignored them; they were too 
interested in the chickens.  
I wished I’d had a camera and would have 
loved to be able to just stand still and watch 
them; they were so beautiful and powerful.  

Eagles have landed 
But there was no time; the chickens were in 
danger. I ran down the hill towards them, 
whooping and waving my arms and succeeded 
where the magpies and crows couldn’t. Grandly 
the eagles raised the broad span of their wings 
and majestically flew off, gracefully spiralling 
upwards, still keeping their eyes on their prey 
and never losing their look of disdainful 
superiority.  
But whilst the crows hadn’t been able to budge 
them from their perch on the gateposts, they 
could chase them away once they were in the air, 
although I rather feel that by then the eagles felt 
the chickens weren’t really worth all that trouble. 
As high as they went the crows followed, then 

when they were flying 
way off into the 
distance I could see 
the crows still with 
them, their mournful 
cries for once 
sounding victorious.  
At last the crows 
returned, sans eagles 
and they and the 
magpies resumed 
pecking in the 
paddock and the 
chickens came out 
from their hiding 
places under the trees 
and bushes.  
As much as I admired 

those eagles I had to save the chickens.   
Those beautiful black and white Silver Spangled 
Hamburgs are Chris’ pride and joy.  
He loves to watch them strutting around the 
garden, shaking out the black spots on their 
white tail feathers, with their heads held high. 
He’d gone to so much trouble to source the 
original birds, eventually finding them in 
Victoria. A neighbour of the breeder, a transport 
driver who regularly drove to Sydney, had 
agreed to bring them as far as Pheasants Nest, 
where we met him one stormy, winter’s night.  

To let 
2-3 bedroom cottage  

with garage. 
6 months only  

at $265 per week. 
Part furnished 

References essential 
Phone Jon 0408 595 401 

Also the option of 
half a house  

at $185 per week. 
Own entrance  

bathroom and kitchen. 
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A Valley Voice special 
report on digital TV 

We have been bombarded with 
publicity about the upcoming switch 
over to digital television.   
I had been lazy and been led to believe 
that since I had a digital television and 
antennae I would be OK.   
I had also heard that if I was getting reception 
of the existing 16 free to air stations I would 
have no issue when digital is cut over.   
A chance conversation with someone in the 
village when collecting my mail started to put 
doubt into my mind.   
I decided that I would call the help line, spend 
five minutes and all would be clear.   
How wrong was I?  Many more in the valley 
are in Variable or No Coverage areas as 
opposed to Good coverage. 
I discovered that I was lucky enough to be in a 
variable area.   
When I asked the less than helpful “expert” 
what that meant his response was that my 
reception was variable.   
That understood, I inquired about the satellite 
subsidy only to be told that I was not entitled 
to it as I could get “some” of the stations and 
since we lived in the country we couldn’t 
expect all 16 stations in all circumstances.  
Quoting their own web site 
(digitalready.gov.au) the consequence of being 
in a variable area means. 

1. This is a moderate predicted coverage 
area. You may have difficulties 
receiving some or all digital channels 

2. You may see regular pixelation on 
some of the digital channels. Some 
digital channels may also freeze or 
become unavailable for long periods of 
time. 

3. Factors that can lead to poor reception 
of digital television services, especially 
in areas of variable predicted coverage, 
can include signal obstructions, such as 
the local terrain, foliage, and nearby 
buildings and trees. 

This means that the service will be worse than 
the current reception.   
When I explained that I already received 16 
stations; I was told that that was because the 
analogue transmitters in the valley was 
supporting the reception.   
I thought that was good as I could still use the 
transmitter and all would be fine.   
Of course that was too simple.   
The transmitters are being decommissioned and I 
would need a satellite to continue to get good 
reception.   
Of course it was possible that the reception 
would continue but the only time I will know this 
is after the change over date.   
Rather than encourage people to apply for the 
subsidy when there was a need we all needed to 
use our crystal balls and apply 60 days before the 
change.   
Even if you apply now your satellite will not be 
installed until well after the cutover date of 5th 
June.   

Rather than continue to go round in circles 
with the less than helpful bureaucrat I decided 
that I would escalate it to the local Federal 
Member.   
The Federal member’s staff went straight to the 
office of the Minister for Broadband, 
Communications and the Digital Economy.   
A number of emails were exchanged and 
obviously I was making it too hard for the 
minister’s staff.   
All I sought was clarity.   
Instead the initial email suggested the 
following.  I quote. 
As Jason is not eligible due to the fact his 
community has not previously invested in a self
-help tower, he will need to make his own 
arrangements. 
According to some of the literature issued by 
council and the same Ministers office, 
Kangaroo Valley does in fact have a self help 
tower.   
This means that I could be eligible for the 
satellite subsidy.   
It was an obvious case of the left hand not 
knowing what the right hand was doing.   
I decided a new tact was to ask five questions 
that required a simple yes / no answer.   
That was on Friday 13th April and a response 
was due from the Ministers office on Monday 
16th April.   
It seems that my questions would need to be 
investigated and responded to.   
As I write this story on the 24th April no 
answer has been given.   

(Continued on page 50) 
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Thank you to all school children who 
submitted excellent entries in the 
colouring, poster and essay 
competitions.  
All will receive a commemorative $1 coin. 
Winners were presented with their prizes after 
the Ceremony on April 25. 
Congratulations to:  
Livia Barger, Ruby Martin, Jack Reynolds, 
Giacomo Delmenico, Brynn Carlile,  
Kiri Krauth, Jasmine Grant, Ari Britton, 
Hayley Bourke, Noah Thomas,  
Caelan Barker ,Gabriel Gregory,  
Leon Rebbeck, Ashanti Still, Campbell 
Patterson, Lily Nagell, Maya Britton,  
Tessa Good, David Naylor and Zane Nutter.  

Joan Bray 

Winners of school  
ANZAC competition 

New restaurant opens in the Valley 
Bistro 146 had a soft opening on April 26 
and our social photographer snapped some 
of guests enjoying the hospitality of the 
proprietors Gerald and Nicole Poelzl.  

Photographs (in clockwise order) 
1. Lin and Gavin Robinson 

2. Gerald in his completely new kitchen 
3. Dion and Tara Larkins with ??????? 

4. Mary Preston, Derek Lucas and Irene Huetner 
5. Nicole serves Tony Barnett 

6. Mark Foster, Geoff Fearon and Gail Trapp  

1 

6 5 4 

3 

2 
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services at berry:  
•            physiotherapy 
•            hydrotherapy 
•            falls prevention 
•            home visits 

services at gerringong  
are the same as at berry plus: 
•             womens’ health/continence 
• massage therapy 
• dry needling 
• gym membership 
• psychology 
• exercise programs 
• podiatry 

physiotherapists 
mark burns 
belinda henry 
vicki Angwin 
pat moore 
sheryl dickinson 
alison crofts 

massage therapists 
laura stoertz 
robyn mckean 
 

psychologist 
janine gent 
 

podiatrist 
nathan wolhuter 

for all appointments please call gerringong on   4234 4666 

Preschool News 
The school holidays are nearly over and 
we are getting ready to return to pre 
school.  
We had a working bee on Saturday 21st 
April to tidy up the playground and 
gardens.  

Thank you to 
Deborah 
Cournane, 
Angela and 
Stewart Sim 
and Amanda 
Wright for 
getting the job 
done! We were 
ably assisted 
by Amelia and 
Alyssa Sim 
and Riley and 
Luke Wright. 
The children 
were keen 
product testers 
of our new 

child sized playground 
brooms, they worked a 
treat! 
Our beautiful climbing log 
will have to be removed 
from the playground.  
It has become infested with 
borers.  

Does anyone have an 
interestingly shaped log 
we can replace it with, or 
does someone have some 
other ideas for creating a 
play space that invites 
imagination as well as 
climbing and balance 
skills?   
(With our limited budget 
in mind, of course!) 
Please let us know your 
thoughts. 

We would like to introduce our new Educator 
Fiona Nelson.  
Fiona will be 
working at the pre 
school on 
Thursdays and 
Fridays beginning 
term 2.  
Fiona brings close 
to thirty years of 
early childhood 
experience to our 
team.  
Welcome Fiona! 
 
 

The pre school AGM was held on Tuesday 3rd 
April and a new committee appointed for 2012. 
President: Vicki Barger, Vice President Sally 
Jones, Treasurer: Belinda Stewart, Secretary: 
Nicole Poelzl, Fund raising Co ordinator: 
Jacqui Szymoniczek, Committee Members: 
Courtenay Russell, Camille Delmenico, 
Nicole Schwegler 
and Amanda 
Wright.   
These wonderful 
people have 
volunteered to take 
on the responsibility 
of running the pre 
school for the next 
twelve months.  
Big thanks to them 
and also to our out-
going committee 
who have worked 

so hard for the pre 
school.  
A community pre 
school cannot exist 
without the fantastic 
volunteers who take 
on these important 
jobs. 

Alyssa and Amanda working hard 

Angela and Deborah tidying 
the garden 

Fiona Right: King of the Castle 

Mia on the climbing 
log. Or is it a horse? 

The climbing log. Or is it a rocket? 

Stellas’s cake decorating 

Left: Max doing some 
heavy work. 
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Sports club Secretaries 
please send your 

fixtures, features and 
results  to 

 
 

thevoice@kangaroovalley.nsw.au 

Federal Member for Gilmore, Joanna 
Gash has encouraged community 
groups, not-for-profits and local schools 
to apply for up to $5000 on offer from 
the farming charity, Hands Across 
NSW. 

The $5000 grant can be used towards: 
· Environmental initiatives· Public Health   

      projects and services 
· ‘Bricks and mortar’ regional 

infrastructure projects 
· Educational scholarships, school 

improvement projects 

Kangaroo Valley born and bred, Bonnie 
Zorica Marcus attained her Bachelor 
Design/Architecture, late 2011, from the 
University of Newcastle.  
Attending the Graduation Ceremony, held on 
April 13, 2012, were Bonnie's partner, 
Brendan Williamson and parents Jenni and 
Paul Marcus. 
Bonnie is currently working full time for 
Newcastle based architecture firm 'Weber 
Architecture' and is continuing her education, 
studying for her Masters of Architecture, after 
working hours. 

Congratulations Bonnie 

Bonnie with proud Mother, Jenni Marcus 

Fireweed (Senecio madagascariensis) 
belongs to the Asteraceae family 
 

Ii is a poisonous and invasive weed of 
pastures in eastern Australia. 
 

Landholders regard fireweed  as worst weed of 
coastal pastures in south eastern Australia. 
 

Declared as Control Class 4 (CC4) under 
Noxious Weeds Act 1993 - local weed. 
 

The control objective for Class 4 under Weed 
Control Order No.28: is to minimise the 
negative impact of those plants on the 
economy, community or environment of NSW. 
 

Livestock grazing fireweed consume 
pyrrolizidine alkaloids (PA’s) which is toxic to 
livestock & causes chronic liver damage. 
 

PA’s are cumulative and progressive and lead 
to irreparable liver damage. 
 

Horses, cattle and pigs most susceptible to 
PA’s, while sheep and goats less so (ability of 
rumen micro flora to detoxify the alkaloids). 
 

Can you recognise fireweed growing 
in the Kangaroo Valley? 
 
Yellow flowering daisy like plant, 13 petals  
8-14mm long 
Heads produce from few to several hundred 
heads 
Grows up to 60cm tall – mostly 30 to 40cm  
Leaves - bright green, narrow, curved, 
irregular finely toothed edges with pointed 
tip, alternate along stems and branches 

 
 

PUBLIC NOTICE 
 

The National Parks and Wildlife Service (now a Division of the 
Dept of Environment, Climate Change and Water) are conducting 

a 1080 fox baiting program in the Kangaroo Valley  
and Budgong areas for the protection of the  
Endangered Brush-tailed Rock-wallaby.  

The baiting is conducted on various private properties,  
NPWS estate, Sydney Catchment Authority estate  

and vacant Crown land.   
All bait stations in this program are permanently baited 

throughout the year.  
This baiting will be conducting using both 1080 buried baits and 

1080 capsules in ejector devices at the bait station locations.  
All properties being baited are sign posted  

with the baiting dates and an indication of which baiting 
methods are being used on each property.   

Dog owners are reminded to ensure their dogs do not wander  
as dogs are highly susceptible to 1080 poisoning.  

 
 

For any further information please contact Melinda 
Norton, Alison Prentice or Juliet Dingle at the NPWS 

Highlands Area Office, Fitzroy Falls on (02) 4887 8244 

What is Fireweed? Flower heads may contain up to 120 seeds – 
small, light, attached white hairs ( pappus) 
aids dispersal by wind 
Fireweed can germinate, grow and reproduce 
throughout most of the year 
Makes timing of control measures difficult 

 

However!!! 
 

Most seed germinates in flushes during 
autumn and late winter/spring 
Most plants die off during late spring/summer 
of same year 
Slashing or late application of herbicide may 
reinvigorate plants that would otherwise die 

Special grants 
available for 
regional areas 

· Rural family, youth and cultural 
projects 
“I strongly encourage all Gilmore community 
groups, local service organisations, schools and 
not-for-profit organisations to apply for a 
$5000 grant from Hands Across NSW” Mrs 
Gash said. 
“As a patron of Hands Across NSW, I have 
personally seen the positive difference this 
organisation has made in the lives of many 
farmers and their families across rural and 
regional New South Wales. 
“These grants on offer are yet another 
demonstration of the positive effect this charity 
has in our community. 
 

“For more information, including details on 
how to apply, please give my office a call on 
4423 1782 or download the application from 
by website, www.joannagash.com.au,” Mrs 
Gash concluded.  
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Quote of the day 
We make a living by what we get,  
we make a life from what we give.  

[Winston Churchill] 

VIEW Club shares a special occasion with Betty 
The Australian Decorative and Fine 
Arts Society lecturer for May, Anne 
Seber is a Biographer, Journalist, 
Broadcaster and former Reuters 
foreign Correspondent.  
Her first job was at the BBC World Service in 
the Arabic Department. She has lived in Rome 
and New York and is now based in London.  
The author of ten books including biographies, 
her book on Jennie Churchill has been 
described as immensely enjoyable, her prose as 
smooth and elegant as expensive cashmere. 
Jennie Churchill was born in America. She 
learnt in Paris as a teenager the  importance of 
dressing well and being noticed.  
In 1874 aged 20 she married Lord Randolph 
Churchill and thought she was making a 
glittering marriage. Far from it!  
In order to earn a living Jennie wrote plays, 
founded magazines, and bought, decorated and 
sold houses.  
Her No 1 creative project and great love was 
her first son, Winston, never missing an 
opportunity to help him. 

Don’t miss this fascinating lecture on 
Thursday, May 24 at 7.30 pm in the  

Berry School of Arts.  
Visitors are welcome at a cost of $25 which 
includes supper, wine or juice. 

VIEW club friends met together for our 
April luncheon meeting at The Friendly 
Inn.  
It was a special day as Betty Allan was 
back with us again to celebrate her 90th 
birthday.  
She was presented with flowers and a birthday 
cake and everyone sang Happy Birthday to her. 
Betty had a wonderful day with everyone and 
expressed how happy she was to be able to 

Winston’s American mother 
spend some time with her 
VIEW friends. Everyone 
was happy to see Betty well 
again and as cheerful as 
always.  
The speaker for our Smith 
Family fundraiser ‘Back to 
School Day’ was Cathy 
Gorman (a teacher). 
(Unfortunately because I 
was unable to attend I 
cannot give you a summary 
of her talk). 
Our next luncheon meeting 
will be held at The Friendly 
Inn on Friday  May 11, at 
11.30 am for 12 noon. 
Our speaker will be 
Marianne Faull, author of a 
book called “Lost the Plot”. 
Marianne will speak on 
researching our ancestors 
and present a case history. 
Please phone Jan Starkey on 

4465 2080 or email her 
jjstarkey42@bigpond.com by 6 pm on the 
Wednesday before the lunch if you are unable 
to attend.  
It is necessary for us to provide the caterer with 
accurate numbers for our luncheon otherwise 
our club will be charged.  
New members and guests are welcome.  
Please phone our President Jan Cole 4861 7572 
for details.                             Jeanette Dumbrell 

Publicity Officer 

Betty Allan with Narelle Cochrane and Eileen Laughlin, 
 blowing out the candles on her 90th Birthday Cake. 
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Next came a plate of delicate 
entrees, with a duck rice paper roll, 
a veal roulade and a tart with 
salmon gravlax, which Chai cured.  
The highlight for many was the 
dish of slow-cooked Dorper lamb, 
cooked in red wine and oranges, 
sourced from a specialist sheep 
farm in Bellawongarah.  
This continues a Jing Jo tradition 
of using as much local product as possible, not 
forgetting the fresh vegetables from Chai’s own 

kitchen garden. A fish dish 
arrived next, with a 
delectable macadamia-
crumbed flathead, grilled 
prawn and scallop with 
ginger sauce. The servings 
were appropriate for the 
number of dishes, and 
most could cope with the 
fifth dish of locally 
smoked lamb cutlets with 
root vegetable salad.  
By now all were sated, and 
happily sharing 

Continued from the April issue 
An article by Ian Chambers 

Speaking on the need to act now, Mr Chambers 
highlighted that ‘although we have faced 
crisis’ before as a civilisation, what makes our 
situation unique lies in three key factors which 
we only beginning to fully understand.’ 
The first of these is the urgent timescales we 
are dealing with. 
The global population has trebled in the last 

60 years, and continues to grow at 
approximately 80 million people per year – 

that’s 220,000 extra people every day.  

FIREWOOD 
Seasoned logs delivered to your 
door  
 

Split to order and size as 
required 
 

$180 per 2 cubic metres 
(approx) 
 

Ring Jamie:  0412  424  069 
                     4465 2520 

Jing Jo’s 2012 Earth Hour dinner, held 
on March 31, was served to a capacity 
crowd of mainly local diners.  
Hopefully this is becoming an annual event.  
Nearly 50 people, in the light provided by their 
own candles and candelabras, dined on a series 
of dishes cooked by chef Chai, served up by 
David and his trusty band of waiters.  
We started with a long-cooked chicken broth, 
which was a calming start to a night of 
gastronomic delights.  

Launching a  plan for the Planet 

Earth Hour dinner well supported 

conversation amongst friends, when the 
dessert, a mango and passionfruit trifle, 
arrived.  
It’s interesting to ruminate on Chai’s diversity 
in his cooking skills.  
He’s a passionate chef, always curious to try 
new things.  
His Thai cooking is widely appreciated.  
His baking skills are producing a terrific range 
of biscuits and cakes.  
His forays into European-style cooking are 
producing delicious meals for special 
occasions such as this.  
Together with Tish’s offerings at Café Bella, 
Kangaroo Valley is indeed well-served, 
gastronomically! 

Belinda Webster 

This is not only stretching our resources to 
potential breaking point, the increased 
consumption of fossil fuels is putting increasing 
pressure on our atmosphere, with impacts we are 
still grappling to understand.  
This highlights the second factor, the 
interconnectivity of the global challenges.  
The interconnectivity of many of the challenges 
we face, population growth, energy, food and 
water resources, the destruction of our 
environment, increasing concerns about our 
ability to manage issues around global health and 
poverty, financial sustainability and conflict 
management, is leading to what some are already 
describing as the ‘perfect storm’.  

Taking a ‘business as usual’ approach is 
therefore no longer an option.  
 
‘The third factor is obvious, however, often 
lost in the hustle and bustle of modern life and 
our continuous growth model’’, said Mr 
Chambers. ‘We have no where else to go. 
Planet Earth is our only home and its resources 
are finite.  
Although this is obvious; we are not acting 
wisely on this knowledge. We are continuing 
to act as we have in the past.  
When civilisations or populations have been in 
crisis, they have simply moved location when 
resources and the environment were depleted 
or changed. Global exploration, migrations and 
settlement throughout the history of the human 
race bear testament to this. We no longer have 
this option. ‘If we trash this planet, this is the 
legacy we will have to live with, and will leave 
to our children.’  
Many of us however feel daunted when we 
look simply at the scale and global nature of 
these challenges. ‘I often find that as I speak to 
different groups in the community, in business 
and in government, that each of the groups do 
not feel that anything that they could do would 
really make a difference in tackling these 
challenges.’  
However, the reverse is in fact true if we sit 
back and think it through. Each of us, are in 
fact contributing to the issues everyday. 
Therefore if we each tackle the challenges in 
the areas we can impact, in our household, in 
our businesses, in our communities and in 
government, we can make an immediate 
impact in our ‘spheres of influence’.  
And if we can encourage others in their 
spheres of influence to also make a difference, 
then we can in fact create a groundswell in the 
community, in business and in government that 
can build the momentum to drive the global 

(Continued on page 50) 
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Welcome to the five new Brush-tailed Rock-wallabies 
that were released into one of the local colonies last 
month.  This group of all female wallabies came from 
Waterfall Springs Sanctuary where a number are being 
bred up under the NSW Brush-tailed Rock-wallaby 
Captive Breeding Program for release into struggling 
colonies around the state.   
The five females were named Bella, Whittle, Pita, Sophie 
and Pirrin. They were released on Tuesday 10 April by 
National Parks staff with the assistance of four year 11 

students 
from Oxley 
College, 
Bowral and 
one of the 
Friends 
Executive 
members.  
The five rock
-wallabies 
were all fitted 
with 
individually 
decorated 
radio collars.  
They are 
being 

monitored via radio-tracking and remote infra red cameras 
located around the colony habitat. It was a lovely sunny 
but cool afternoon, with ideal conditions for carrying the 
five rock-wallabies into the site. They were given a chance 
to catch a bit of afternoon sun on the rocks following their 
release. The wallabies are being radio-tracked regularly to 
follow their movements and monitor how they settle in 
with the six local wallabies.  
We hope they settle in well and don’t find the whole 
experience too stressful. 
 

National Parks 
and the 
Friends have 
been working 
with two local 
schools to get 
the students 
acquainted 
with the plight 
of the BTRWs 
and what is 
being done to 
rescue them.   
National Parks 
Technical 
Officer Juliet Dingle, with a great deal of volunteer support 
from Pat Hall, has given some presentations on BTRWs 
and the local rock-wallaby protection program to students 
at Oxley College and the Glengarry Campus of Scotts 
College, Sydney.  
The Friends have loaned their set of remote cameras to 
these two schools to help them get acquainted with the 
technology being used to monitor the local rock-wallabies.  

 

FRIENDS OF THE BRUSH-TAILED ROCK-WALLABY  

ABN 71 795 420 274 
PO BOX 6182 KANGAROO VALLEY NSW  2577 

www.rockwallaby.org.au 
btrw@fastrac.net.au 

INCORPORATED 

The Friends are also looking forward to being involved in a 
proposed two day school education program in Kangaroo 
Valley in July where it is anticipated that a number of 
local primary schools will be able to learn about the rock-
wallabies and what is being done to protect them. 
 

On other news, the Friends would like to pass on a huge 
thank you to a six year old Southern Highlands boy named 
Rohan, who raised more than $70 to donate to the Friends 
to help the protect our local BTRWs. Rohan visited the 
National Parks Fitzroy Falls Visitors Centre during the 
holidays and learned about the impact foxes have on the 
endangered Brush-tailed Rock-wallaby.  
Inspired, he made a special money box out of cardboard, 
taped a Friend of the Brush-tailed Rock-wallaby brochure 
to it and set about fund raising including raiding his piggy 
bank and saving his pocket money.  We are grateful for, 
and encouraged by, Rohan’s actions.  
It’s wonderful to see the next generation interested in 
helping local threatened species and we are glad to have 
Rohan on board.  
 

The Friends were pleased to be able to offer Rohan a 
certificate of appreciation and an honorary 
membership and NPWS also provided a few tokens of 
appreciation.  Rohan’s parents were very proud of him 
and say that he has set off collecting again. 
 

The Friends are still offering to pay for the training of any 
landholders who are interested in undertaking fox control 
on their own properties. The training required to be able to 
undertake baiting is a half day training course on 1080/
pindone. The Friends are also happy to pay for the 1080 
fox baits used by local landholders. Please contact Melinda 
Norton on 4887 8256 if you are interested and help us 
protect our local rock-wallabies. Greg Thompson from the 
Shoalhaven City Council is also offering to cover baiting 
training costs and can be contacted at the Council 
Chambers in Nowra. 
 

Dean Bagnall is currently undertaking fox shooting in 
Kangaroo Valley under a contract with the Friends. 
Although the wet weather and long grass has hampered 
his ability to get out and spot foxes, he has managed to 
shoot fifteen foxes already. Thank you to all landholders 
who are participating in this program which The 
Friends are running in conjunction with National 
Parks.   
 

Finally, just a reminder that National Parks is still 
undertaking intensive 1080 fox baiting in the Kangaroo 
Valley, Bugong and Illaroo areas and have included the 
use of 1080 ejector devices into their baiting efforts. Please 
be aware of all signage that indicates which properties are 
being baited as 1080 poison is lethal to domestic dogs.  
 

If you or anyone you know would like to become a member 
of the Friends and help to continue this work visit 
www.rockwallaby.org.au. The Friends are currently in the 
process of updating their website.          
 

Susan Robertson,  
President,  

The Friends of the Brush-tailed Rock-Wallaby Inc. 

A member of The Friends of the BTRWs 
assists with release and radio tracking. 

Melinda Norton (NPWS)  
releasing a Captive Breed BTRW  

Brush-tailed Rock-wallaby News – May 2012 
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stream of consciousness, the results 
of which will surprise you.  
You will see what you really think, 
previously denied because you can 
only think about one thing at a time. 
 

Meditation, yoga, exercise and the 
like are also enormously helpful to 
reduce anxiety symptoms.  
These practices allow the right side 
of the brain to settle down the 
organizing dominating left side - the 
side that does the planning and the 
worrying.  
You want to shut up that 
organizational part of the brain for a 
little rest. 
 

The brain also works like this; we have a 
thought (a worry about a future thing to do), 
we then have a feeling (we feel anxious) then 
we have a behavior (we feel unwell, tired and 
irritable).  
If challenge the original thought to, (I do not 
need to worry about that yet) then we stop the 
feeling and the resulting behaviour.  
I hope I have not lost you here. 
 

For people suffering from depression the 
opposite works.  
Changing the behavour will change the feeling, 
which in turn will change your thoughts.  
So instead of brooding 
about the past (the recent 
rain has ruined my 
garden) head for the 
nursery, go for a walk or 
have dinner with a friend.  
Changing the behavior 
will help you feel and 
then think better about 
your self and life. 
 
 

Gerry is a counselor in the valley and can be 
contacted on 0411 368 142 or emailed on 

gerrynorthcounsellor@gmail.com. 
 

 

KANGAROO VALLEY PHARMACY 
               SHOP 2 / 162 MOSS VALE RD. 

       PH. (02) 4465 2772     FAX (02) 4465 2773 

OPEN 6 DAYS: MON-FRI 9 am to 5 pm  
SAT 9 am to 12 noon  

      For all your Prescriptions and all Pharmaceutical Requisites.  
 NATIO (Natural Australian Beauty) COSMETICS 

Tired of misplacing your scripts..... 
We can take care of your prescriptions in our filing system.  

See us about the Webster-pak System that sets out all tablets and capsules in blister 
packs for each time of the day, for each day of the week. 

 COME IN AND SAY HELLO  
TO JAN & DAN COLE  

AT YOUR   PHARMACY 

It is said that anxiety is 
worrying about the future and 
depression is ruminating over 
the past. If your dog or cat 
died you are going to 
experience depression and 
that is very understandable. If 
you continue to mull over the 
same sad events many months 
later you will continue to feel 
depressed.  
 

Anxiety on the other hand is 
being over-whelmed with things 
in the future. You feel unable to 
cope with all the imagined tasks 
ahead of you.  
 

When you become over-whelmed negative self
-talk starts up and feelings of doom and gloom 
appear.  
Anxiety is horrible; you can’t escape it because 
you carry it in your head all the time. 
 

But the secret to stopping it is to know just 
that; realizing it is all contained in your head. 
Neuroscience, the study of how our human 

Suffering anxiety? Stop that suffering now! 

brains work, reveals we can only think about one 
thing at one time.  
Therefore the best way is to get it out of your 
head is to get it down on paper.  
Begin making a list of all the things you feel you 
have to do then put them in columns of things 
you have to do now and things for later. Also 
things to be concerned with and things you really 
don’t have to.  
With most clients, once they prioritize things or 
dismiss some matters altogether, they rid 
themselves of a lot of anxiety. 
 

Primitive men used cave paintings to depict their 
lives and make decisions.  
We have gone on and developed language, 
numbers and other recording methods as without 
these skills we would find it almost impossible to 
plan, construct and understand our modern 
world.  
I found CBT (Cognitive Behaviour Therapy) 
were big words for doing just that, changing the 
things in our heads by writing them down and 
challenging the way we think.  
Keeping a diary is also an excellent way to 
observe thinking.  
Write a page once a day (without worrying about 
spelling, punctuation or capital letters) to create a 

Tourism has been reaffirmed as the 
largest industry within the 
Shoalhaven after the release of an 
independent report into local holiday 
trends. 
Despite a gloomy economic forecast, the 
Shoalhaven received more than 231,000 
international visitor nights in the previous 
financial year. 
Further to this, the area received about 1.2 
million domestic overnight visitors, the 
highest result since 2008. 
These figures come on the back of another 
recently released report which found that 
tourism is worth some $678 million per 
annum to Shoalhaven City, creating 7,870 
direct and indirect jobs throughout the area. 
“It is little secret that the Shoalhaven is one 
of the most naturally diverse and spectacular 
areas on the eastern seaboard,” said Mayor 
Clr Paul Green. 
“Offering something for everybody, the 
Shoalhaven is home to the beautiful rolling 
hills of the hinterland, the majestic coastline 
stretching from Durras to Shoalhaven Heads 
and any number of vineyards, cafes and 
galleries located within each of the unique 
towns and villages. 
“These latest figures reaffirm the Shoalhaven 
as the premier regional tourism destination in 
NSW.” 
“Tourism continues to be the chief driver of 
the local economy as illustrated by the 7,870 
direct and indirect local jobs created through 
the local industry” Clr Green concluded. 

Shoalhaven City near  
record tourism numbers 
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Mothers are the 
greatest actors of our 
time.   
Who else can show 
such delight at getting a 
half litre bottle of 
perfume...with a $1.50 
price tag still on it?   
Mothers Day perfumes 
are sort of an all-
purpose gift.  They 
please mothers for one 
day of the year and kill 
mosquitoes for the rest.  
The aroma of Mothers 
Day perfume is very 
distinct.   
Open a bottle and have 
a sniff.  I guarantee you 
will say to yourself 
"distinct". 
 

On Mothers Day you take your Mom to a 
restaurant for food you'd complain about if she 

served it to you.   
You'll find that all moms 
react the same way to these 
restaurants.   
She's upset by the prices, 
unimpressed by the food, 
exhausted by the trip, but for 
weeks afterward, she brags 
about it to her friends. 
 

The Leader of the 
Opposition appreciates fine 
food and even if I say so 
myself, she is a very fine 
cook.   
I had to write that cause she's 
reading over my shoulder.   
A far cry from when we first 
married.   
The first month of our 
marriage dinner consisted of 
wedding cake and chips.   
When we ran out of wedding 
cake I took over the 
preparation of meals.   
I opened the chip packets. 
 

It wasn't till we had children 
that things changed.  We had 

It’s a  
man’s  
world 

 Valley Guide to eating out 

 

Mediterranean 
Café Bella 

44 651 660 
 

Thai and Australian 
Jing Jo 

44 651 314 
 

A taste for all palates 
Jack’s Coffee House and Eatery  

44 652 796 
 

Modern Australian cuisine  
The Tallowa Cafe 

Open Friday and Saturday from 6:30 pm 
44 650 200 

 

Sweet Treats & Hand Made Fudge 
Kangaroo Valley Fudge House  

& Ice Creamery 
Open everyday from 8.30am 

44 651 375 
 

Modern Australian cuisine  
Bistro One46 

Opening Mid– April 
44 652 820 

 

Value—service and good choice it’s 
all here in Kangaroo Valley.  

 

 

Bush walk on horseback 
through the rainforest 

& mountains of 
Kangaroo Valley 

Web site www.kangaroovalleyhorseriding.com 

The Man from Kangaroo Valley Trail Ride 

High country mountain ride 
Tel:  (02) 4465 1912 
24 Hillcrest View Lane 
Barrengarry 
NSW 2577 

"Always listen to your mother.  Always 
do what your mother tells you."   
Who said that:  My mother, that's who. 
 

If anyone deserves a special day, it's 
mothers...those sainted, blessed angels 
who shaped our lives at the expense of mis
-shaping their own bodies.   
Women who willingly go through the agonies, 
not only of child birth, but child rearing.   
Heroines who suffer the trials and tribulations 
of their offsprings' lives.   
What for?  For a bottle of cheap perfume and a 
bunch of wilting flowers one day in May. 
  

to move to a bigger house.   
She packed up her thousands of books and 
found that the library was actually a kitchen.   
She is not a silly woman.   
She knew what a kitchen was, she read about 
them in many of her books.   
She just wondered why we never had one.   
She taught her sons that books are more 
important than food.   
A typical meal was Charles Dickens and raw 
carrots.   
For dessert, an apple and James Joyce.   
If she was in a particularly frivolous mood it 
was a plum and Agatha Christie.   
As she said, "if you thinnk education is 
expensive, try ignorance." 
 

As far as Mothers Day is concerned, to the 
Leader of the Opposition, it's just another 
day.  But if her three sons don't acknowledge 
it....do I have to say more? 
 

Personally I see the day not so much for mums 
as it is for the extra profit.   
Another American idea.   
On the other hand, the greatest Mothers Day 
tribute I ever heard came from a very 
successful business man.   
He said: "Yes, I am a self made man but the 
blueprints came from my mother." 

 
Sean Kramer 
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Valley finance views  
by Abacus 

Reviewing the monthly reports over the 
past few years that these financial 
articles have appeared, it seems that 
they tend towards the bad news.   
That the equity market, the property 
market, the employment market, and other 
markets are facing headwinds.  Whether 
here in Australia, in Europe, in the USA 
and even China.   
As it turned out, those views have been correct.  
And often in the face of the mainstream media 
opinion, or MSM, as it is disparagingly known 
in blog world. 
To try and put that into context, the following 
graph illustrates that your scribe is not alone in 
expecting bad news; and therefore preparing 
for it.   
This graph commences in 1950 until the 
present time.  It measures the capital on the 
balance sheet of USA banks that is in excess to 
their requirements according to international 
prudential guidelines.  That is, capital not 
required (according to those measures) for 
them to run their business at optimal levels. 
Think about it this way.  I run a dairy that 
relies extensively on the power grid.  Now, 
occasionally that grid fails, so I have a large 
generator as a back-up.  Now just say, worst 
case, the generator wasn’t working, or may not 
work when required, and I am a very cautious 
man, then I may invest the money to have two 
generators on site.  As you run through this 
graph you will see that the US banks have the 

equivalent of thousands of generators on the one 
dairy farm.  That is how cautious they are.  
If you follow the blue horizontal line, you will 
see in late 2001 a tiny blip.  That was not long 
after the horrific terrorism attack in New York.  
And I can reliably inform you that in the few 
weeks that followed, at least several major US 
banks were bust so financially it was a very 
torrid time. 
As you move further to the right, you will see 
that in late 2008 – about the time the Lehman 
Bros was collapsing in the USA - banks started 
hoarding capital.  That excess now stands at 
about US$1.5 trillion.  In perspective, that is 
enough capital for another US$18.75 trillion 
worth of lending that they are not doing.  And 
that is of course how banks make profits, by 

lending out their money.  Well not strictly true 
any more, but theoretically correct.  
By any measure this is an astounding graph 
and data set.  And it tells us several things.  
First, that the banks are scared out of their wits 
of the uncertain global economic future, so we 
should be too.  Second that if or when that 
hoarded capital starts hitting the streets as new 
lending, we are in for an almighty rise in 
inflation, whether in assets prices or 
consumption prices we should be prepared.  
And finally, it really is different this time – but 
not for all the reasons you usually hear.  We 
cannot rely on how we each, as individuals, 
managed for our financial security in the past 
fifty years over the next fifty.  They will be 
defined as two different eras.   

Moss Vale Road (near Dan the pharmacist) 
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Glengarry 
The Glengarry 
Campus of The 

Scots College was 
established in 1988, 

as a compulsory 
program for Year 9 boys who are 

enrolled at the school.  
Its aims are to:  
• discover personal strengths through 
experiential learning opportunities;  

• learn the value of our natural 
environment;  

• learn the benefits of healthy eating and 
exercise;  

• have an expended worldview without 
mobiles, TV & Facebook; 

• experience enriched bonding with their 
family through letter correspondence and 
parent hikes; 

• learn to face their fears and enter the 
"challenge zone", extending themselves into 
new territories; 

• develop the skills to live with others in a 
community of their peers for a five months 
residential stay where life-long friendships are 
formed; and 

• develop a deeper understanding of 
Christian values and teaching in relation to 
God, the world and the environment, and their 
relationship to them. 
These objectives are achieved through the five 
month residential program where boys are 
allocated into dorms of 20 boys (five dorms in 
total).   
A strict regimen of daily exercise and chores, a 
weekly program of cross-country running, 
mountain biking, a full academic program and 
an extensive outdoor education program 
facilitate the objectives being achieved.   
The outdoor program involves activities such 
as canoeing, kayaking, climbing, hiking, 
caving, canoeing, horse riding, surfing, sea 
kayaking, cross-country skiing & mountain 
biking. 
The Founding Principal, Graeme Renney, was 
responsible for establishing Glengarry in 1988 

This series brought to you this month  
by the Kangaroo Valley Voice  

as a continuation of our commitment  
to community understanding and to  

stimulate the particpation of old and new residents alike  
In the wide range of activities available. 

People power 
By making things happen  

they are making a difference 

after heading up Timbertop, the Outdoor 
Education Program for Geelong Grammar.   
The first Director of Glengarry, Keith Currie, 
was responsible for establishing the program in 
its first five years until 1993.   
Peter Morgan followed this appointment from 
1993-2001.   
Bruce Hendricks served as Director from 2002-
2007 and current Director, Grahame Allen, has 
been at Glengarry since 2008.  
Glengarry is the largest employer in Kangaroo 
Valley with more than 35 staff – most are 
residents of the Valley - employed to run the 
program.   
They currently include Greg Baker, Vicki 
Barger, Lance Brown, Adam Cotsios, Margo 
Dryden, Alex Field, Sharon Gomez, Sergio 
Gomez, John Horrox, Dehazin Jafari, David 
Lloyd-Barker, Annette McKinley, Dennis 
Nickell, Vincent O’Connor, Annemarie 
O’Rourke, Fiona Semmens, Paul Tosterino and 
Peter Unger. 
Glengarry has contributed to the local 
community in a number of ways: the Scots 
College Pipes and Drums have performed at 
Anzac Day parades (also attended by the whole 
intake of boys), at the biennial Kangaroo Valley 
Arts Festival and at the “reopening” of Hampden 
Bridge and Glengarry boys have worked on the 
grounds of the Pioneer Museum, St Joseph’s 
Church and Kangaroo Valley Public School.   
A Glengarry team entered and won the Fastest 
Squad in last year's inaugural Noah's Challenge, 
which raised over $60,000 for research for 
children with disabilities.  
 And Glengarry has offered its gymnasium, the 

largest suitable venue in the Valley, for a major 
event in Arts in the Valley 2013. 
For further information contact Grahame Allen 
on 4465 1089. 

 
Broger’s Creek Landcare 

 
Brogers Creek Landcare (BCL) first started 
working together in 1997, its initial objective 
being the care of the Brogers Creek 
Catchment.  Its first gatherings were billed as a 
“Privet Poisoners' Picnic”, but the objects of its 
attention soon expanded to include privet, 
blackberry, lantana, Madera Vine and Giant 
Parramatta Grass.  An officer from Shoalhaven 
City Council attended and demonstrated 
poisoning techniques.  As well as weed 
removal, BCL focuses on protecting the 
riparian zone by replanting and fencing.  As a 
consequence of their endeavours, BCL 
members firmly believe that Brogers Creek has 
more than 100 tributaries. 
 

BCL has a two hour working bee on the last 
Saturday of every month, at which members 
plant, weed or poison, at the direction of the 
host, with BCL’s own saws, loppers and other 
gear.  To follow, the host provides afternoon 
tea, and an opportunity to discuss subsequent 
efforts.  As well as providing encouragement 
to hosts, these working bees have proved an 
excellent way to draw together a community 
with which it is not easy to engage, over 50% 
of the houses being owned by part-time 
residents.  In the 1970s the dairy industry 
retreated to the river flats, leaving the steep 
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People Power 

FOR ALL YOUR EARTHMOVING REQUIREMENTS 
 

Dozers 
 

Graders 
 

Excavator 
 

Trucks 
 

Rural roads 
 

House/Shed       
sites 
 

Clearing 
 

Horse arenas 
 

Dam design & 
construction 
 

Decorative          
 Rock work 

Geoff & Tania Sharman 
Geoff 0409 289 122    Tania 0409 289 123 

 

44 651 177 

country under-loved.  The only residents 
remaining from before the 60s are Pat Barratt, 
Carole Ingold, Laurell Price and the Walkers.  
There are currently in excess of 80 on BCL’s 
email list, some of whom never attend working 
bees but give good feedback on the ability of 
email to provide information and to maintain a 
dialogue - particularly useful in times of events 
such as fire, flood and road closures. 
 

For the past 14 years BCL has organised a 
‘Wattamolla Community Picnic’ on Australia 
Day, in the garden of the Old School House 
hosted by Sue Cuninghame and Richard 
Podmore.  More than 100 usually attend, 
bringing food and drink and surplus produce 
for distribution.  Often some families are 
farewelled and others welcomed.  Part of the 
day’s activities is a Community Forum, at 
which BCL gives a report and then there is an 
opportunity for attendees to raise any issues, 
such as roads, rubbish, mailboxes and fire 
preparation.  Another is the Australasian Stone 
Skipping Championship, with points for ‘style 
and grace’ and cash prizes.  For the past ten 
years, on the first weekend in March, BCL has 
hosted a Clean Up Australia effort, involving a 
community walk on Wattamolla Rd, Brogers 
Creek Road and Wood Hill Mountain Road.  
The council supplies two large skips, one for 
steel and one for everything else, and so far the 
BCL volunteers have never failed to fill both.  
And for the past four years BCL has usually 
celebrated Earth Hour, with a bonfire and a 
communal meal. This year a 'locivore' element 

was added, 
with attendees 
encouraged to 
bring local food 
and drink 
 

In 2010 BCL 
worked with 
Joan Bray to 
publish “Views 
and Visions”, a 
book on the 
history of the 
Wattamolla 
community, 
which attracted 
numerous 
former 
residents.  
Nearly 300 
copies have 
been sold, and 
the book is still 
available from 
Ray Price on 4464 2685. 
 

Past and present active participants in BCL 
include Liz Aitken, Richard Batten, Laurie Bott, 
David, Liam and Sam Brinson, Bob Bruster, Lisa 
and Nigel Champion, Peter Clark, Ray Crawford, 
Sam and Steve Cullen, Liz and Sue Cuninghame, 
Caro Davis, Andrew, Ruben and Veda 
Fitzsimons, Sam and Sandy Fritz, the Gorman 
family, Rob and Marg Griffiths, Liz, Phil and 
Sally Lee, Cameron Lesley, Geoff and Victoria 
Levey, Josephine and Otto Miller, Rob Morgan, 
Ted Myers, Claire, Julia, Louise and Ross 
Pearson, Mary Pentecost, Cedar, Richard and 

Zara Podmore, Laurel and Ray Price, Jared, 
Mary and Nina Pentecost, Tim Rutherford, 
Howard and Marg Sacre, Denis Sellman, Geoff 
Simpson, David Suckling, Greg Thompson, 
Simon Voysey, and Belinda, Brian, Kate and 
Rhianna Watson.  New volunteers are always 
welcomed.  Those on BCL’s email list will 
receive two to five emails a month, contain 
community information, landcare advice, 
opportunities etc. 
 

For further information contact Andrew 
Fitzsimons on 44651482 or 

Andrew.fitzsimons@det.nsw.edu.au. 
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FOR ALL YOUR RURAL CONTRACTING REQUIREMENTS 
Hay & Silage 
 

Direct drilling 
 

Ploughing 
 

Slashing 
 

Weed spraying 
 

ChemCert             
      accredited 
 

Consulting 
 

Property        
management 
 

Rural fencing 
 

Hay & Silage 

Geoff & Tania Sharman 
Geoff 0409 289 122    Tania 0409 289 123 

44 651 177 

deaths recorded on the memorial means one in 
every six who enlisted did not come home. 
But we shouldn’t think only in numbers, 
horrifying though they are.   
These men were human beings with a body 
mind and spirit just like all of us.   
Every man whose name appears on this 
memorial has a story.  Some are tragic, some 
heroic. All are heart rending.  

Many relate to the closeness of the Valley 
Community and how those who enlisted 

used to look out for each other.   
For example, in World War II a number ended 
up as Prisoners of War.  One, John Rebbeck, 
was one of only four members of his unit of 72 
men who survived the fall of Singapore, and he 
was wounded.  George Jarrett, also a Prisoner 
of War heard about John being in hospital and 
that he was about to turn 21.  Although they 
had never previously met, and despite the 
terrible conditions under which he was 
imprisoned, George took on extra work to earn 
money with which to buy bully beef, rice and 
tobacco.  Somehow he managed to persuade 
his captors to allow him to visit his fellow 
Kangaroo Valley native in hospital where he 
presented these goodies to celebrate John’s 
birthday.  John Rebbeck survived his wounds 
and incarceration:  George Jarrett did not.   
He died on the horror that was the Thai-Burma 
Railway.   
His name therefore appears behind me.  
Among the World War I names is that of Eric 
Tate.  He was born in the Valley and enlisted 
in 1915.  His letters home often mentioned 
others from the Valley who he had encountered 

(Continued from page 3) 

Commemorative address and how they were faring.  Many also started off 
by saying something like “at least I’m in the land 
of the living” – understandably so, as his 
Battalion was involved in many of the major 
battles along the Western Front.   
Eric went through all these battles unharmed 
until 9 October 1917.  That day a German 
Artillery shell killed him.  
His company had commenced operations 10 days 
earlier with 97 men.  The final sentence in the 
Company’s war diary covering the 12 days of 
that operation is “Company then returned to 
Ypres, 1 Officer, 1 NCO and 4 men strong”.   
Eric Tate was one of the absent 91.   
In a poignant letter to Tate’s mother, one of his 
mates wrote: “I ….. never had a better mate. 
………It must be a great consolation to you to 
know that he died as he always lived, doing his 
duty to the last…..The war has claimed some fine 
men, but not one better than your son.” 
There are also two Madges – Stan and Fred.  
Fred, at 44, was probably the oldest man from 
the Valley to enlist.  In April 1918 he was 
repairing a bridge near Villers Brettonneux when 
his 21-year-old son, Stan, was carried across that 
same bridge, mortally wounded.  
Fred recognised Stan’s voice and was able to 
speak to him before he died.  
I have already quoted from Syd Sharman’s 
account of the Gallipoli landing.  By midday on 
that first day he had been hit in the leg and ten 
minutes later in the head.  He lay wounded out in 
the open not game to move, as he could hear the 
Turks moving around.  After dark he crawled 
back to where the Australians had dug in and 
was evacuated that night.  He was back on the 
peninsular between July and November.   
Later he went to France and was in an out of the 
front line from April 1916 until 20 September 

1917 when he was hit 
by shrapnel, injuring 
his right shoulder, legs, 
chest, shattering his 
elbow and fracturing 
his back.  His wounds 
were so bad he was immediately evacuated to 
the UK and after six months of treatment to 
Australia.  He never recovered the use of his 
left arm.  

Everyone makes sacrifices during major 
wars.  The most obvious are those whose 

lives are lost on the battlefield.  
Many soldiers who did make it home were 
seriously damaged people, in the worst case 
totally incapable of taking their previous place 
in society, perhaps hospitalised for the rest of 
their lives.   
Families had to care for many of them.   
Many who stayed at home took on work they 
would never have otherwise considered.   
I imagine many farms in the Valley were 
almost totally dependent upon women and 
children for labour, and the same happened 
elsewhere.  Basics of life such as food and 
clothing were in short supply as much of it was 
allocated to supporting the troops overseas.   
We should therefore remember all those whose 
lives have been turned upside down by the 
effects of war.  They are far-reaching and often 
unpredictable.  And we must do everything 
possible to minimise the potential for future 
conflict so that our children do not have to 
endure the pain and suffering our forebears did 
as a result of war.  But today is especially for 
those who made the ultimate sacrifice as 
exemplified by the men whose names appear 
on the Kangaroo Valley Memorial. 
Lest we forget.                     Simon Harrington 
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The Gallery in Kangaroo Valley     149 Moss Vale Road 
Open 10 am till 4 pm each day.  thegallery@kangaroovalley.nsw.au  44 651 621 

The Gallery in Kangaroo Valley 
 

The Gallery features the  work of artists in the fields of painting, sculpture, photography and jewellery. 

Commissions undertaken. Some excellent antique furniture also available. 
 

Just arrived, stunning glassblown pieces by Valley artist Mark Rolinson 
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Kangaroo Valley 
 

Garden Group 

 

Our visit to the Yellow House,  Nowra 
on Tuesday April 24 
Mim and Neville Burkett welcomed about 
a dozen members of the garden group on 
a morning which started off warm and 
sunny. 
It is difficult to believe that this garden was 
started when they moved to Nowra in 
November 2009  to 1/4 of an acre.   
The house is a weatherboard Californian 
bungalow built in the twenties and has a 
history of its own. 
The task ahead of them meant 73 tons of 
concrete had to be removed.   
Imagine the condition of the soil which had to 
be  improved  - organically!   

The transformation has to be seen to 
be believed.   
We were treated to an organic 
garden, with a range of decorative 
plants complementing the orchard, 
kitchen garden and herb garden..  
The interplanting of roses amongst 
the vegetables gives colour and 
interest whilst the front garden has 
borders of perennials collected and 
propagated from gifts of cuttings 
from N.S.W. country gardens, 
resulting in some unusual, even 
rare, specimens. 
Our fascination with discovering 
chook pens left us with nothing but 
admiration for the  croad langshans, 
buff orpingtons and their habitat.  
One can imagine their diet from the edible feast 

surrounding them.  
Mim and Neville eat from garden to 
plate as soon as possible and the vast 
array of vegetables means a healthy diet 
for all. 
His and Hers Sheds and a nursery in the 
making and propagation house were 
found on the southern side with the 
vegetable garden, where we tasted 
Croation Cress, with a similar flavour to 
carrot and other interesting new taste 
experiences. 
On the western side is the sunset 
garden, a combination of reds, oranges, 
yellow and a dash of hot pink, a 

diversity of exotic plants providing this 
brilliant display.   
A row of fig trees and many tropical spice 
plants completes this part of the garden. 
The garden reflects Mim and Neville’s 
philosophy of food for the soul, mind and body 
and the need for all three to be in harmony and 
balance together.   
Everything is grown on organic principles and 
recycled materials have been used where 
possible. 
Mim’s organic pikelets we offered for morning 
tea in the shade of two mature jacarandas 
before a cold change and rain sent us scurrying 
away from a very pleasant morning’s visit. 
 

Glenys Gray 

Valley Garden Group ventures o’er the hills 
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are no pretty stalagmites or stalactites to see, 
just the feeling of bravery and/or bravado for 
venturing to the cave floor: well done Glenn, 
Simon, Tony and John. 
The next view is from Adams Lookout where 
there is a plaque commemorating the life of an 
18 year old boy who died after accidentally 
falling from the sheer cliffs, a poignant 
reminder of the dangers involved in climbing 
around the rugged edges.   
The path then follows Bungonia Creek, 
admittedly many metres above, and there are 
some fabulous views of Paddy’s Castle. 
About half way around there is a camping area 
with tables, chairs, toilets, hot water and pure 
water fountains from which water bottles can 
be refilled.   
This was a good place for a lunch break before 
continuing through almost completely different 
terrain and vegetation, past the crumbling 
remains of an old stone fireplace.   
Most of us then summitted Mt Ayre, for a great 
view of the Shoalhaven River, before 
completing the walk back at the cars. 
 

On a Saturday in April, just after 
Easter, 13 bushwalkers trod the most 
popular 5.5 kilometres of the Green 
Track in Bungonia National Park.  
This park is one of the oldest conservation 
reserves, with some areas protected as 
water reserves as early as 1872.  
The weather was perfect for walking: no rain 
and not too hot with the sun shining only for 
part of the day.   
The track is rated as easy/moderate and there 
are some spectacular views, so it is well worth 
the drive from the Valley. 

We started from the David Reid car park and 
took a short detour to the Lookdown where 

two elevated platforms extend over the precipice 
to provide excellent views of the gorge, 
Shoalhaven River and, immediately opposite, the 
Marulan Limestone Quarry.   
This quarry has been in operation since 1971 and 
it mines the purest limestone in the southern 
hemisphere.   
Originally it was thought that the mine would be 
depleted in 2010, however it is still operating and 
the revegetation of the scarred cliff face will 
have to be delayed. 
We walked the track in an anticlockwise 
direction on the advice of the park rangers, so 
our first real adventure was a descent into Mass 
Cave.   
There are many caves in this park, but most 

require hard hats and crawling; Mass Cave 
can be climbed into with the aid of a chain 
fastened onto the wall.  
After the heavy rain that fell during the 
week many of us thought that it was too 
slippery, but there were some brave 
speleologists among us who ventured to the 
bottom.   
Because there is no longer water running 
through the cave system in the park there 

Bungonia National Park—The green track 
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1, 2, 3—Out! 

 
Human interest stories, 
news and happenings  

from our  
Kangaroo Valley churches 

 

The Church of the Good Shepherd 
Don't you find that facts can sometimes 
get in the way of a great story?  
An Australian survey conducted asked 
everyday Australians what they thought 
about spiritual matters.  
Did they believe in God? 74% of participants 
said they believed in God. 45% believed in life 
after death.  
Even more interesting was that 43% believed 
in the resurrection of Jesus, and 42% believed 
Jesus is God.   
Research conducted by Tim Sims of Pacific 
Equity Partners has found that the above 
percentages have changed little in the last 50 
years.  
There has been no trend of increasing unbelief 
in God over the years.  
We are a nation still very much interested in 
spiritual things. 
In the Bible, in the book of Acts, the apostle 
Paul travelled to Athens - our equivalent of 'the 
Big Smoke'.  
There he could see that the city's population 
were very spiritual.  
The city was filled with 'spiritual' statues.  
In fact, under one altar an inscription read: 'To 
An Unknown God'.  
In Athens at the time the locals and visitors 
loved talking about the latest new ideas.  
Paul got an invite to speak to Athen's leaders at 
our equivalent of a council meeting.  
When Paul spoke the first thing he said was 
that that he could see Athenians were very 
spiritual people.  
Paul talked about what he had seen in Athens, 
and especially about the inscription he had read 
'to an unknown god'.  

Paul then shared about the God of the Bible who 
in fact could be known through looking at the 
words and life of Jesus, God's own son.  
In reaction to his talk, some leaders sneered and 
laughed off Paul.  
Others, however, listened and became followers 
of Jesus. 
Why do I share this story from the Bible? 
Because as the statistics above suggest, we are 
still very spiritual people today.  
People want to have faith in something spiritual, 
but they are still essentially trying to follow a 
god they don't really know much about.  
If you would like to get to know God, pick up a 
Bible (you could start at the gospel of Mark, 
which is a short, clear account of Jesus' life and 
mission). God is not unknowable!  
In fact, he is very clearly knowable through 
looking at the life and words of Jesus!    
 

Andrew Paterson 

We’re not short on space in our house 
but having four children has meant we’ve 
needed to be creative with bedrooms.  
Sorting out who shares with who and in 
which room has taken our family a few tries 
over a few years to get right.  
In the shuffle, my husband and I have been 
ejected from the large master bedroom with the 
two closets.  
Now we share a good sized room, but with one 
closet.  
Between the two of us. 
I knew I had to get rid of some clothes so I 
googled ‘declutter your closet’ and found a 
woman who was doing something radical.  
She argued that if you pared your seasonal 
wardrobe down to 33 items, not only would you 
feel better and be able to find everything more 
easily, you’d look better and dress better as well. 
(It’s www.theproject333.com if you’re  
interested.) 
 

From the community at St Joseph's: 
After a month of renovations and interior 
painting we returned to the church on Palm 
Sunday. 
Comments have been positive on the work and 
colours.We are hoping that rising damp will be 
discouraged by the clearing round the outside 
of the church. 
There were large crowds for the Easter 
ceremonies, especially at the Stations of the 
Cross of Good Friday and Mass on Easter 
Sunday. 
This was followed by a pre-prandial in the 
church grounds.Two clergy joined us for days 
of retreat over Easter. 
In these fifty days following Easter we 
continue to explore the consequences of the 
Lord's Resurrection. 
The new English translation of the Roman 
Missal is now in place at our Liturgies. 

Father Ronan 

What did she recommend getting rid of? 
 

Things you don’t like very much but you think 
you should wear.  
Things that have a spot or a stain on them. 
Things that don’t fit properly. 
Things you haven’t worn in a year or more. 
Things you have unnecessary multiples of. 
Things that you’re waiting to buy matching 
items in order to be able to wear. 
Things that never get a compliment when you 
wear them. 
Things you might wear at the right occasion. 
The ugly stuff. (Yes, we all have it.) 
Anything else you want. 
So I laid all my clothes out on my bed and 
went through them.  
It was easy enough to get rid of the stained 
stuff that was too old to be useful.  
It took honesty to admit I never wore those 
pants and that that dress sits too high on the 
waist to be flattering.  
And it was a little bit of a wrench to give away 
the top I liked when I bought it but which has 
never really been worn because it was just a 
little bit tight. 
After deleting items, I counted up and came to 
34. Not bad for the first go and I have to say 
that getting dressed has been easier since I did 
it. I have fewer decisions to make, but I know 
that according to the statistics, having less but 
better stuff to decide between means that every 
decision leads to a better outcome and 
therefore possibly more compliments.  
Oh, and all of a sudden, my half of the closet 
seemed a whole lot bigger.  

Cecily Paterson 
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Cafe Bella 
Breakfast and lunch 
9.30 am till 2.30 pm 
Thursday to Sunday 
Dinner 6.30 pm 
Friday to Sunday 
B.Y.O 
 

Private functions 
Weddings 
Outside catering 
  
151 Moss Vale Rd 
Kangaroo Valley 
Booking  44 65 1660 

 

Many people ask whether it’s more 
important to eat less or exercise more. 
Physical activity is intimately related to 
nutrition and it’s difficult to separate their 
benefits. We need food but our bodies also 
need to move. Physical activity increases blood 
flow to every cell in the body and when 
combined with a healthy diet, all parts of the 
body, including the brain, get greater exposure 
to vital nutrients. 
It’s also a delicious fact that the more active 
we are, the more we can eat without getting fat. 
Staying slim by eating very little is not always 
healthy. Ensuring a good ‘throughput of 
energy’ by eating healthy foods and burning 
off more kilojoules in activity is much more 
likely to result in continued good health. 
Eating very little and taking supplements to 
make up the shortfall in vitamins and minerals 
does not have the same benefits as a healthier 
diet and exercise. Supplements are a second 
best option because foods– especially plant-
based foods such as vegetables, legumes, 
fruits, nuts, seeds and wholegrains – contain 
many hundreds of complex and beneficial 
components. These are not, and never will be, 
available in any supplement. 
Physical activity increases fitness and there’s 
certainly evidence that being fit is a 
worthwhile aim. ‘Fat and fit’ is healthier than 
‘thin and unfit’. However, most overweight 
people find it difficult to get fit because of the 
extra effort needed to move their heavier 
weight. However, those that make the effort 
get many health benefits and fitness is a key 
indicator of good health. 
Our lifestyle once kept people fit. Only a 
generation ago, people had to walk much more, 
do more physical work in the home and at 
work (much of which is now done by 
machines) and leisure time was more likely to 
be active than watching a screen. 
Our current time-poor lifestyle often means 
many people drive everywhere and that, 
combined with less physical activity at home 
and work means that most of us have no choice 
but to program in some planned physical 
activity.  
The benefits of physical activity 
As well as burning kilojoules and helping to 
prevent overweight and obesity, physical 
activity reduces the risk of 
• Type 2 diabetes 
• Heart attack and stroke 
• Kidney diseases 
• Many types of cancer, especially bowel 

cancer 
• Osteoporosis 
• Some mental health problems 
• Dementia  

Any pill that did so much would be hailed as a 
hero! 
Reducing risk does not mean that physical 

activity will prevent these conditions, but studies 
of large numbers of people show those who are 
physically active have a much lower incidence of 
all these conditions. 
Most of us know or have heard of someone who 
took no activity, possibly ate poorly, drank too 
much and may even have smoked and yet lived 
to be 90. These people may be lucky or they may 
have inherited some amazing genes – perhaps 
both. But it’s not valid to quote these people as 
an excuse for ignoring what we eat and drink and 
leading an unhealthy sedentary existence. 
If someone crosses the road without looking and 
doesn’t get hit, they’re also lucky. But I doubt 
anyone would use that as a model for others to 
copy. Every sane person thinks it’s a good idea 
to check the traffic before crossing a road and we 
all encourage our kids to do the same – even 
though an occasional silly person may escape 
injury with such a foolish action. Despite the odd 
exception, studies of hundreds of thousands of 
people show that your chances of a long and 
healthy life are greatly increased by taking care 
with your diet and ensuring you get enough 
exercise. 
Exercise and weight 
We take in energy (measured in kilojoules) from 
what we eat and drink. We use kilojoules for our 
metabolism, growth (during childhood and 
pregnancy) and for physical activity. When the 
balance tips to more kilojoules in than out, we 
deposit body fat. Fat loss depends on taking in 
fewer kilojoules than we use. 
We need to walk (at a brisk pace of 5km/hour) 
for about three hours to burn off a burger and 
fries. It’s obviously simpler to avoid the burger 
and fries! 
However, the kilojoules we use in physical 

Food or exercise? 
 by Dr Rosemary Stanton, nutritionist 

movement add up, and physical activity has an 
additional benefit in that it helps regulate the 
appetite. Farmers know this. If you let most 
animals roam and eat at will, they do not get 
overly fat. If you want to fatten an animal, you 
put it in a smaller space to curtail too much 
activity. The animal will then eat more and 
grow fatter. 
This is one of the reasons why modern 
chickens are fattier than was once the case. 
Contrary to popular belief, chickens are not 
given hormones. They’re kept in sheds and 
without the natural appetite control that would 
occur if they were running around outside, they 
eat more and grow fatter faster. 
A similar fate awaits those of us who move 
less. Our appetite control mechanism goes 
haywire and we are now happy to eat at any 
time of day, whether we’re genuinely hungry 
or not. 
Some people claim that exercise makes them 
hungry. However, studies show that active 
people are much more likely to match their 
overall food intake with their energy 
expenditure. Hunger may follow exercise, but 
so does the ability to stop when you have had 
enough.   
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Valley 
gardening tips 

 

fom Mark Mclennan  

 
Shoalhaven City Council is offering FREE Home 
Sustainability Workshops: 

  
 

Home Compost (Stage 1)   
Home Compost (Stage 2)  
Natural Cleaning 
Worm Farming 
Home Organic Vegetable Growing (Part 1)  
 

All workshops are free, are 1½ hours duration and will be held in  
Nowra, Huskisson and Ulladulla.  

Workshops are offered on various days at various times and include  
daytime, evening and Saturday morning sessions. 

 
Council is utilising an on-line event booking service. 

Go the Council website  www.shoalhaven.nsw.gov.au  and click on  
Free Home Sustainability workshops.  

 
For more information phone the Waste Hotline on ph 4429 3374. Numbers strictly limited. 

Preparing your winter garden green 
feast peas 
 

If you have been reading these articles then 
you should be starting to get an appreciation 
for the simple things that you can do to grow 
your own. We have been blessed in the last 
few weeks with some warmer weather, which 
has given some of those summer vegetables the 
wrong message.  

Don’t be surprised if your tomatoes or 
pumpkins have just got a new lease of life. 
However, times are about to get hard for 

those summer veg,  
so don’t count on a late crop.  

With the cooler weather comes a need for a 
garden clean up. 
 

If you have setup a no-dig garden then this 

wont really apply, but Autumn is a good 
time to rip out those withering summer 
vegetables and dig over your garden 
bed. To get the most out of your bed: 
 

Remove as many weeds as you can 
Place some well rotted manure over 

the bed (e.g. cow or horse). 
Alternatively you can buy 
mushroom compost 

Place some manufactured organic 
fertiliser 

Add any necessary additive to the 
soil (see below) 

Dig it all through thoroughly. 
Heavily mulch with a non-seed 

mulch e.g. sugar cane mulch, rice straw 
 

Depending on your site, if your soil is clay like 
or you end up with big solid chunks of soil when 
you dig, then add some gypsum to break down 
your soil.  
Most Australian soils are acidic so it also helps 
to add lime.  
Dolomite lime is not only cheap but contains 
plenty of trace elements that are important to 

your plants.  
However, some plants dislike alkaline 
soils e.g. Sage so be careful where you 
spread it.  
Alternatively you can plant a green 
manure crop for the winter such as 
clever clover that will add lots of 
nutrients to your soil and inhibit weed 
growth over winter in an unused bed. 
Preparing your bed for winter will, 
hopefully take you all the way through 
to the following Autumn. 
Greenfeast Peas 
 

Last month we talked about planting 
Cauliflowers, and they can be 

spectacular, but unfortunately nothing beats the 
instant value of peas.  
There are lots of different varieties of peas, but 
my favourite is the Greenfeast.  
Follow instructions above to prepare a bed 

for peas. The peas should have a very sturdy 
trellis to climb up. An old bed frame or gate 

provides something solid.  
However, if you are growing telephones peas 
you will need something around two metres 
high. When you plant the peas ensure the soil 
isn't dry, but don’t necessarily water them in. 
For there first few days they don’t want to 
get  too wet, all they need is a little soil 
moisture. 
Once they get going they should grow 
relatively quickly and when the pods are full 
and fat they should be eaten instantly. 
Alternatively you can do a big harvest and 
freeze them to use throughout the year. 
The double value in peas is that they are 
nitrogen fixing, meaning they add valuable 
nitrogen to your soil for use by your next crop. 
Give them a go, I'm sure you will be 
impressed. 
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Design   Construction   Maintenance 
0439 456 356 

info@deliciousgardens.com.au 

Passionate about gardening. 
 

We specialise in; 
* Garden advice 
*   Raised veggie garden beds built and 

installed 
* Constructing vegetable enclosures 
* Lawn care 

Our aim;             
‘To see every backyard  
with an edible garden’ 

 

Visit us at;            
www.deliciousgardens.com.au 

 

Did you know we offer regular garden 
maintenance? 

Has the rain really stopped?  
It didn’t even rain at Easter (except in 
Sydney somewhere, and Melbourne of 
course).  
Cool dry evenings and the end of daylight 
savings mean you can get out observing quite 
early. The lack of dust and moisture in the air 
make observing conditions excellent, while the 
lack of heat means turbulence is minimal.  
If you can brave the cold, the next six months 
are the best time of year for amateur observers. 
 So, what’s happening? Firstly don’t forget 
there is a Transit of Venus on June 6th.  

If anyone wants to get some advice about 
observing the Sun safely please contact me on 
markab@westnet.com.au   
At the moment I have commitments on the day 
at two local High Schools but am planning 
some time to view the Transit from K Valley 
so I will inform readers in the May issue.  
More immediately the best planet for us to 
view is beautiful Saturn.  Saturn transits the 
meridian on April 16th (due north at local 
midnight) and is rising around sunset.  
As such, Saturn is perfectly placed for viewing 
throughout the night. With a modest telescope 
and medium magnification you should be able 
to see the shadow of the rings on the planet and 
perhaps even the dark ring dividing the two 
bright rings known eloquently as the A ring 
and B ring.  
Who says astronomers have no imagination? 
This is known as the Cassini division after its 
discovery in 1675 by Giovanni Domenico 
Cassini. The rings can even be seen in 10x 
binoculars if they are mounted on a tripod or 
held steadily.  
Saturn has five moons that may be seen in 
progressively larger telescopes but even 
binoculars will allow us to find Titan, which is 
actually the largest of all moons in the solar 
system, having a diameter of 5,152 klms (our 
Moon is 3474 klms).  

Saturn resides in the constellation Virgo for all of 
2012 and is currently just north of the 1st 
magnitude star Spica, αVirginis.  
Spica will appear quite white and Saturn very 
yellow. There are few other bright stars in this 
area but Mars is just over the border in Leo near 
the bright star Regulus.  
Mars will appear a rusty orange colour and 
Regulus more yellow-white. Regulus marks the 
resting foreleg of Leo, the mythical Lion.  
Mars is actually shining brighter than Saturn but 
is quite small.  
I would be interested to hear of anyone 
perceiving any detail on this enigmatic planet.  
 For the deep sky observers, Virgo and the 
adjacent constellation Leo are veritable 
goldmines of galaxy fields. As a matter of fact a 
supernova was discovered on March 16th in the 
galaxy M95 in Leo.   
Currently this end of life stellar explosion is 
shining with the light of 500 million Suns!  
It is still invisible to the naked eye and actually 
happened 38 million years ago, its light only 
reaching us just now.  
M95 is part of a well known trio of galaxies 
with, M96 and M105, all visible in one low 
power field.  
Its coordinates are RA 10 44m Dec =11° 42’ 

Above we see an image of the entire galaxy 
field in Leo taken by my friend Bob Price 
from Bethanga, in Victoria. Six galaxies 
appear in total with one unnamed. M95 is in 
the bottom right of the image with the SN 
showing just below to the right and some 
glare from nearby Mars bleeding into the 
pixels from the right.  
 This SN and galaxy is easily visible in a 
150mm telescope and Leo is currently in our 
north, about 35° up the sky. 
  Although they are the natural result of the end 

of the life cycle of a massive 
star, supernovae are 
relatively rare.  
Only three are known to have 
occurred in our Milky Way 
in the last 1000 or so years. 
The first occurred in Taurus 
and was recorded by Chinese 
and Middle Eastern 
astronomers around 1054 
A.D.  
Its remnant is the famous 
Crab Nebula, M1.  
The next was discovered and 
observed in 1572 by the 
Danish Astronomer Tycho 
Brahe, in the constellation 
Cassiopeia, it became known 
as Tycho’s Star. 

(Continued on page 41) 

Star struck    
By Gerard Keyser 

M95 and the Supernova designated SN 2012aw : Image Credit: 
Anthony Ayiomamitis 
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Left: Tycho’s Star as 
recorded in his observing 
notes. It is designated I and 
called Nova Stella, New Star. 
As you can see it appeared 
very bright in comparison to 
nearby stars 
The most recently discovered 
was SN 1987a (right), in the 
Large Magellanic Cloud 
(strictly speaking not in our 
galaxy but in our galactic 
neighbourhood).  
It was actually discovered by 
radio astronomers, three hours 
ahead of being discovered 
visually, simultaneously in 
Chile and New Zealand. 
It is now a brilliant planetary 
nebula with the typical 
hourglass shape of many PN, 
created by the expanding 
rings of gas shown end on.    
Clear Skies 

(Continued from page 39) Star struck    
By Gerard Keyser 

 
As the world struggles with increasing threats to sustainability…  
there is an urgent need for a  Plan for the Planet.  
Everyone would  benefit from reading this timely book.  
William N. Ryerson, President,  
Population Media Center and Population Institute, USA 
 
I highly recommend this book to all who believe together we can 
build a better world.  
Sumeet Chopra, Composer, Britain's Got Banghra, UK 
 
This is an amazing book and a must read for every student of long term 
sustainability – which after all should be everyone.  
Ellis Kinnaird, Senior Geography Teacher, Australia 

  
Plan for the Planet is available from Amazon  

and from The Gallery, Kangaroo Valley  
(for Kangaroo Valley Voice readers) for $29.95 

www.jindyandyantiques.com.au  

JINDYANDY ANTIQUES 
If you’re like me, you have a very generous 
neighbour plying you with chokos.   
Now I don’t know about you, but chokos are 
the most boring vegetable ever and their only 
saving grace is the butter and pepper on top!! 
However, they make the best pickles ever!  
And can be used to bulk up lots of recipes 
where they absorb the flavour of their 
neighbours such as berries or curries.   
Here is my old favourite foolproof recipe for 
pickles but remember that you can swap your 
vegetables as long as you keep the balance of 
onions the same.   
For looks, it is also good to put in some red 
e.g. capsicum or carrots and some green 
stringy bits like silverbeet or spinach. 
Ingredients: 
2 kg chokos cut up finely 
1 kg onions cut up finely 
2 cups mixed vegetables 
5 tablespoons salt 
1.25 litres vinegar 
1 cup sugar 
1 tablespoon curry powder 
2 tablespoons dry mustard 
1 teaspoon turmeric 
Plus, the thickener: 
½ cup plain flour 
1 cup vinegar 
Method: 
Sprinkle salt evenly over all the vegetables and 
leave overnight, mixing occasionally. Next 
day, drain off most of the liquid in the 
vegetables add all other ingredients with 
vegetables into a large boiler and boil gently 
for about 20 minutes or until all the vegetables 
look ‘glassy’ Mix the remaining flour and 
vinegar into a runny paste and add slowly to 
the hot mix.  It will thicken as you pour it in. 
Bottle into clean jars and cap immediately.  
The pickles will develop good taste gradually 
and be best after about six weeks. 
Keep refrigerated once opened.     Trish Jessop 

The life and death  
of the humble Choko 
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Firey Tales 
 by Cinderfella 

Well it seems our quiet period 
continues, which is a welcome break to 
other years, but the downside is that it 
becomes difficult to maintain interest 
levels and get people along to training 
to practise and maintain their skills. 
Local Girls lead the way and set the 
challenge 
I’m happy to report that three of our local girls, 
Kristen Smart and sisters Natalie and Lauren 
Nelson, are well into their basic training and 
are having a ball doing it.  
They have set the challenge to the some of the 
local lads to join up as well.  
Training is open to anyone over the age of 16 
years.  
Call down to the station from 6.00PM on a 
Wednesday or call Dave Smart on 0467812190 
if interested. 

The girls have been putting their newly learnt 
skills into practice against oil fires and at 
controlled burns. Most of the basic training is 
focused around safety, practical skills and 
learning how to use the various pieces of 
equipment carried on the fire trucks.  
We are lucky enough to have one of the best 
trainers in the Shoalhaven in Neil Breeze. 
April call-outs 
Just the one call-out this month, to a single 
vehicle MVA on Barrengarry Mountain.  
A car had hit the meshed rock wall on the 

mountain and ended up 
flipped onto its roof. 
Luckily the driver was 
uninjured and, after being 
checked by ambulance 
personnel, was able to go 
with his towed car.  
After covering an oil-leak 
on the road and making 
the car safe, the brigade 
returned to the station in 
under an hour. 
Guide to action: May 
The Bush Fire Permit 
season has ended which 
means that now is the 
perfect time to clean up 
and burn the accumulated 
piles of rubbish around 
your property. 
Please note: you are still 
required to give 24 hours’ 
notice to your neighbours and also Fire Control 
in Nowra on (02) 4424 4424 before burning off.  
If you would like assistance with any pile burns 
or hazard reductions please contact Dave Smart 
or another brigade member to arrange an 
inspection.  
This gives our new members valuable practice 
and the brigade is happy to assist when possible 
for a small donation.  
The wet weather might be a good time to focus 
on property preparation you can do indoors.  
Why not: 

· Drop in or phone up to find out about 
volunteering? 

· Visit the RFS website? Go to http://
www.rfs.nsw.gov.au and click on ‘For the 
community’ 

· Sort the rubbish from the treasure in the 
shed? Plastics such as old bits of irrigation 
hose can be flammable, and the fumes toxic. 

News 
Hopefully, by the time this edition goes to print 
we might have received our new CAT 7 fire 

Ready to attack Kristen and Dusty again 

truck to replace the ageing CAT 2.  
This truck will be a little smaller in water 
capacity but much quicker in response times 
and be able to get to a lot of places that the 
larger trucks are unable to go.  
Once the new vehicle is operational, we would 
encourage all current members to come and 
familiarise themselves with the new vehicle as 
the CAT 7 will be considerably different to the 
older truck. 

Showing how petrol reacts to water Lauren 
Nelson on the nozzle and Dusty 

Getting up close to an petrol fire Kristen Smart 
on the nozzle with Dusty Smart backing up 

Using the portable fire pump Natalie Nelson at the pump  
with Kristen Smart behind 

ANJON PROFESSIONAL SERVICESANJON PROFESSIONAL SERVICES  
MINI DINGO DIGGER HIREMINI DINGO DIGGER HIRE  

MOBILE LOG SPLITTINGMOBILE LOG SPLITTING  
JOHN MCKINLEY 
KANGAROO VALLEY 
MOBILE - 0428610 508 
A.H. - 4465 1181 
FAX - 4465 1904 

* MOBILE LOG SPLITTING 
* CHAINSAW OPERATING  
* LAWN MOWING  
* FIREWOOD SUPPLIES  
* 4 IN 1 BUCKET  
* TRENCHING  
* POST HOLE BORING  
* SOIL LEVELLING  
* POLY PIPE LAYING  
* ROTARY HOEING  
* STUMP GRINDING  
* ANGLE BLADE  
* RUBBISH REMOVAL  

DIFFICULT & CONFINED AREAS 1.1 MTR ACCESS  
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Kangaroo Valley’s own 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 

 
 

 
32 Moss Vale Road, Kangaroo Valley NSW 2577  

phone (02) 4465 1986 

Watch for our weekly specials 

Open seven days a week from 6 am to 7 pm 
 

The best fresh fruit and meat and grocery choice 

Petrol, diesel, oils Bottled and refilled gas 
Ice and Telephone credits 

Kangaroo Valley 
Golf Club news 

 

The Sports  
Report 

Well at last some fine weather to dry 
out the course enough for Richard 
Hooten and his great team to get it 
playable so we could resume our golf 
on Saturday 24 March 24.  
Thanks Richard and the team.  
We played a Stableford competition which 
was won Ron Bower with 37 points, beating 
Brad Innes on a countback.  
Peter Dumbrell was third with a score of 34 
points.  
The Medal and stroke round was played in 
heavy fog until around 11:00 am on Saturday  
March 31. The fog coupled with some 
unusually long rough and wet soft fairways 
made the going tough.  
It was good to have enough women to hold a 
separate competition for them.  
Phil Crowe, a visitor, won the Men’s comp. 
with a Nett 69 with John Innes finishing 
second and winning the Medal with a Nett 73 
beating Andrew Housden on a countback.  

The Women’s Stroke comp was won by 
Suzie Wright with a Nett 80, Joan 
Edwards was second with her Nett 81 and 
Denise Hanlon another visitor finishing 
third with a Nett 82.  
What a great Easter weekend we had.  
Great weather and a good number of 
players turned up to play in a Stableford 
Competition each day.  
The Good Friday comp was won by Chris 
Gane with 36 points beating John Seyffer 
with 34 points and Brett Morris, who was 
just warming up, was third with 33points.  
Easter Saturday was by far the biggest 
and closely contested comp of the 
weekend.  
Brett Morris won beating second placed, 
Victor Topper and third placed Simon Friend 
(visitor) on a countback all with good scores of 
39 points. Easter Sunday was won by Steve 
Atkins with 37 points, Phil Gane finished second 
with 35 points and Leigh Gilbert third with 34 
points.  
Easter Monday saw Brett Morris blitzing the 
field with an excellent 41 points.  
Nat Gane was second with 37 points and George 
Coote was third with 36 points.  
The Easter Cup, awarded to the player with the 

best two rounds for the weekend was 
comfortably won by Brett Morris with a total 
of 80 points, Chris Gane was second with a 73 
points total and Steve Atkins was third with a 
total of 70 points.  
On Saturday April 14, we held a Par comp. and 
nobody was able to get into positive figures.  
It was won by a visitor, Charlie Hore, who 
finished square with the card.  
He beat Ray Michelsons on a countback and 
John Rose was third with a score of -1 

Until next time Seventy Plus 

Jeff Levey, Barry Young and Peter Hughes deciding 
their options at the new Tee placements on the third 

hole now lenghtened to a par 5 no longer a 4. 
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Airport Transfers • Winery Tours • Corporate Travel • 
Weddings • Theatre, Opera, Sporting Events •  

Sydney, Canberra & Southern Highlands 
Vehicles for all occasions 

 
 

At Your Service  
24hours a day & 7 days a week 

 
Contact HCHC  

M: 0400 921 239   
 

E: info@hchc.com.au • W: www.hchc.com.au 

The happy 
hooker 
 

by Chuck Burley 

We did not have a fishing safari during 
April, the May safari will be at Burrinjuck 
Dam, (see sample catch below). 

A cottage at has been booked for 4 and 5 May.   
This is a new venue which sleeps 10-12 and 
should be a great place to try our freshwater 
fishing skills.   
Please ensure you contact Gavin, Mark or 
Vinnie to let them know you will be there as 
there is no alternative accommodation. 
For membership and booking enquiries please 
contact Gavin Fox on 4861 4841 (email 
gav1960@msn.com) or Mark Collins on 4861 
1091 (email kiwiwingnut55@hotmail.com) or 
our local identity Vinnie Winch on 4465 1448. 
We also have on sale Club shirts, $20, caps 
$10 and badges $5. 

Enjoy your fishing   …..    Chuck 

y
Australia. 

Trivia Quiz Night  
at  

The Friendly Inn 
Tuesday May 8 starting at 7-30 pm 

Contact:-      Ken Novich on 
ken@miscellaneum.com.au 

or    tel:  4465 2001        
Put together your own team  

or come alone and we will  
fit you into one of the other teams. 
It will help if we know you are coming. 
Questions range from ridiculously easy  

to quite difficult. 
Voluntary donation welcome  

to Alzheimer’s Australia. 
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Them what whispers down the well, 
About the goods they ‘ave to sell, 
Will not make as many dollars, 

As thems wot climbs up trees an’ ‘ ollers. 

Kangaroo Valley Security 
Regular and casual patrols of  

properties and premises 
Alarm responses – Security signage 

Static guarding 
Sales of alarms and associated equipment 

Fully licensed security operative servicing the Valley 
 

Ph 44 651 659  Mob: 042 865 1659 
Master Licence No: 407376632 

The Village Green Nursery 
 

Pot Plant to Paddock—Natives, Exotics, Fruit and Ornamental 
trees, Tubestock, windbreaks and Hedging 

 

 Ph/fax 44 651 533 Janet or Darren 
 

for helpful service and advice  
“council carpark” Kangaroo Valley, open 7 days 

  
 
 

Ph 44651037     email: eccleselectrical@westnet.com.au 
 

*All Electrical jobs including- domestic and commercial 
 

*Refrigeration/Air-con            *Plus Pump Repairs 
 

~Emergency Service Available~ 

Eccles Electrical 

              Ian McLean  
        Home Handyman  

               
     Tel: 4464 3267   Mob: 0427 643 267

$1,000 limit to  
any “building” work 

J. Brian. Davidson 
Painter & Decorator 

(35 years experience) 
including Colour Consultation. Fully Insured. 

Reasonable Rates Call Brian for free 
quotation for work under $1000  

0412 227 292 

 

DRYDEN PLUMBING SERVICES 
Plumber, Drainer & Gasfitter 

 

7 Days, Emergency service 
Call Mark or Margo 

Phone 44651503 Mobile 0413 99 1080 
Lic. No. 11234 

Servicing Kangaroo Valley for almost 20 years 
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MTA Member   
Motor Mechanic Lic #: 106089 

All Mechanical Repairs 
    Log Book Servicing 

Brake & Clutch Repairs 
Slasher, Mower,  
Ride-on Repairs 

Mig Welding, Tyre Repairs 
On farm mechanical repairs 

   Plant/Heavy Vehicle Field 
Servicing 

19 years mechanical knowledge  
and Licenced Workshop experience.  

We provide full service for 4x4’s and motor vehicles 
 

John Wright 0411 619 179 
email Wassa@shoal.net.au 

 

Wrights Farm Machinery P/L 
Jenanter Drive, Kangaroo Valley 

Call Warren 0438 418 198  4465 1030 

Same day repairs 

Electrical services and renewable 
energy systems for your  

home or business    
  

Lic No: 46822C CEC Accredited: A3257263 

P: 44 651 540 
 

E:info@kangaroovalleysolar.com.au 
www.kangaroovalleysolar.com.au 

 

Mike and Cathy Gorman 

Nerolie Barnes  B.S.S. (Syd Uni) 
Social Worker Counsellor 

  

Appointments to adults, children and families 
Fee covered by GP Medicare referral 
Kangaroo Valley Phone 0412 579 498 
Medicare 4285112Y 
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Paul Obern Arborist Services 
Qualified Tree Surgeon with 15 years Experience 

 
Tree Reductions, Section Felling, Felling, Dead Wooding, 
Thinning, Mulching, Fire Reduction Clearing, Dangerous 

Tree Removal – All Sizes 
Call Paul Tel 44651391 or Mobile No  0403610236 

Competitive Prices Kangaroo Valley Area  
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Specialising in Tung Oil for New & Old Flooring 
& Environmentally Friendly Coatings 

For expert, practical bookkeeping advice call:- 
 

BILL ALLDRITT BOOKKEEPING 
SERVICES 

 

Providing a complete range of                
 bookkeeping services using MYOB, including:- 
             general bookkeeping 
           bank reconciliation 
           accounts payable 
           debtors and accounts receivable 
           payroll services   
 

Registered BAS Agent (Reg # 07902 007).           

MYOB Professional Partner 
XERO Professional Partner  
P.O. Box 6228 
Kangaroo Valley NSW 2577 
 

M:- 0408 32 55 88 
E:- billalldritt@kangaroovalley.nsw.au 
W:- www.billalldritt.com.au 

This space could be yours 
 

Just telephone  
 

44 651 621 

Shoalhaven City Council’s programmed road sealing and 
resealing program has once again been impacted by the 
recent heavy rains. 
The main affected roads include the long awaited sealing of 1.2 
kilometres of the newly reconstructed Upper Kangaroo Valley 
Road. 
Sealing had been scheduled for commencement on Wednesday 18 
April. 
At the completion of the road, works were then programmed to 
commence on a number of roads in the Counil area that had already 
been prepared for resealing, however these jobs have now also been 
postponed. 
Shoalhaven City Council Director of City Services and Operations, 
Bill Paterson said that the Upper Kangaroo Valley road will need to be 
reworked prior to the commencement of the resealing program. 

Upper River Road resealing set back by recent bad weather 

Bringing motivation to any location 
 

FIGHTINGFIT 
 

Rox 

Never give up 

Now in Kangaroo Valley 
 
• Personal training 
 
• Group sessions 
 
• Boxing 

Call Matt 0434702317 
roxfitness@yahoo.com.au 

“Unfortunately the heavy rainfall 
received on Tuesday 17 April has 
forced the postponement of a 
number of scheduled sealing 
works,” said Mr Paterson. 
“As unsealed roads were well 
compacted and shaped in 
preparation of sealing, it is hoped 
that the reworking of these roads 
will minimal, however this will 
depend on how much moisture has 
been forced into the pavement. 
“Council staff will inspect the road  
in a bid to ascertain the levels of 
moisture within the new road pavement structure and make decisions as 
to how much work is required.” 
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changes that will allow us to build a truly 
sustainable world.  
Look at the major revolutions we have seen 
over the centuries.  
The agricultural revolution, the industrial 
revolution, the information revolution, each of 
these were achieved by individuals making 
individual contributions in their spheres of 
influence - that lead to global changes.  
We are now on the cusp of the next revolution, 
the sustainability revolution and the exciting 
aspect of this is we can all be taking an active 
part in this revolution.  

‘My conclusion from the book was in fact 
therefore surprising’, said Mr Chambers. 

‘Rather than feeling overwhelmed by the 
challenges, I became excited by the 

opportunity we have to work together to 
build truly sustainable communities -  

and a sustainable world.  
If we coordinate our approach, and build on the 
groundswell that is already developing on a 
community and global scale, I believe we 
could turn around our current situation on the 
next 10 years, yes, as quickly as one decade. 
We have the knowledge and the capabilities.’  
The question is not therefore ‘is this possible?’, 
but how to get motivated and organised to 
make this happen.  
That changes the equation completely.  
The question is not a capability question, it is 
management question.  
And we have already demonstrated our ability 
to get motivated and organised on a global 
scale before.  
Rebuilding our economies and infrastructure 
following the Second World War, successfully 
tackling the Ozone and Polio challenges in a 
global manner are just some recent examples.  
The good news is therefore that as we redefine 
‘our business on this planet’ as long term 
sustainability, we find we actually have many 
of the answers at our fingertips.  
We have the technology, we have the 
increasing social and business awareness that 

(Continued from page 20) 

Plan for the planet ‘things need to change’, and we want them to 
change.  
And as importantly, we have the ability through 
our global management capabilities to drive this 
change.  
There are already countries and communities 
showing great leadership in this. Germany with 
its energy revolution.  

Kangaroo Valley also is already showing 
leadership in some areas, and because of its 

unique heritage and profile, can be an 
important voice.  

As Margaret Mead, world renowned 
anthropologist and author so aptly put it ‘Never 
doubt that a small group of thoughtful, 
committed citizens can change the world.  
Indeed, it’s the only thing that ever has.’ 
However, with this capability also comes the 
responsibility.  
Will our generation be the ‘shareholders of 
Planet Earth’ who ‘manage the business’ to 
achieve short term personal gains at the sacrifice 
of long term global sustainability for future 
generations?   
Or step up to the challenge of our generation. 
Therefore within our massive advances in 
technology and civilization we have a paradox. 
We now possess the capabilities of both our 
civilastions long term sustainability, but also of 
the increasing destruction of the planet.  
The challenge for our generation is how we will 
use these capabilities.  
This will be the long term legacy by which we 
will all be judged by future generations.  
Many of our generation stood up in the 60’s, 
70’s, and 80’s and proclaimed our desire to build 
a better world.  
Since the publication of the hardback edition, 
one of that generation has passed away.  
John Humble, who made so many important 
contributions to management and to the book in 
the areas of corporate social responsibility and 
research, passed away in March 2011.  
‘That emphasized how important it is for those of 
us who remain to use all of our knowledge, 
capabilities and resources to continue to build the 
sustainable world which was very much our 
shared vision’ said Mr Chambers...  
 

‘Our future truly is in each of our hands.  
It is my hope that this latest edition will 

provide a further impetus and framework 
by which we can all achieve this legacy.’  

 
Ian Chambers 

 
Plan for the Planet is available through 
Amazon.  
It is also available for Kangaroo Valley Voice 
readers at The Gallery (TBC), Kangaroo 
Valley.  
RRP for the paperback version is $29.95.   

Our reader’s write contributions  
are welcome at 

thevoice@kangaroovalley.nsw.au 

Digital TV! A morass of confusion 

Taking my own initiative I applied on line for 
the subsidy and it seems that I am only the 19th 
person to apply.   
It may not be approved but at least I can appeal 
if rejected by securing a “reception certificate”.   
f course this would be at my cost.   
My learning from this is never take things at 
face value and not to take things for granted 
that all is well with the implementation of new 
technology.   
I truly dread the cut over to the NBN which is 
being managed by the same Ministers office.   
No doubt this experience to get something as 
simple as free to air television will cost me 
substantially, even with the subsidy.   
Without the subsidy the cost of the satellite is 
approximately $1000.   
If the satellite is required to give me what I 
currently have there is also a $100 charge for 
each other television set.   
Dealing with bureaucrats just gets better and 
better.                                           Jason Horton 

(Continued from page 14) 

Shoalhaven Water Director, Carmel Krogh has 
highlighted the consequences of tampering 
with water meters after a Vincentia man was 
recently convicted of the practice in the Nowra 
Local Court. 
The man was charged after a water meter 
previously installed upon the man’s property 
by Shoalhaven Water had been removed and 
replaced with an unauthorised device.   
Mrs Krogh said it was a criminal offence to 
tamper with water meters saying the devices 
were put in place to accurately record water 
consumption. 
“While it is not overly common to see water 
meters tampered with or stolen within the 
Shoalhaven, it is occurring more frequently in 
the broader water industry as a means by 
individuals to wilfully steal water,” said Mrs 
Krogh. 
“This practice however is easily monitored and 
when incidents occur the individuals are held 
to account through the legal system. 
“The theft of equipment and water ultimately 
disadvantages the community and rigorous 
measures are required to discourage such 
action”.   
The man was fined and required to pay court 
costs totalling $460. 

Do not fiddle the water meter 

J. T. Rebbeck - Earthmoving Contractor 
4465 1329 Mobile 0414 744 258 

Reliable service,                
excellent equipment, competitive quotes. 
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Wot’s on in the Valley 
Special events May 2012 

Weekly events 
 
 

Mon – Fri  Bus Service to Nowra and   
 Highlands   -   4423 5990 
Mon –Tues-Thurs Mass  St. Joseph’s 8 am 
Mon 1-3 pm Women's Bible Study  
 Anglican Hall 44651585 
Tues 10-12 & 6-8 Iyenga Yoga  
 44 651 364 
Tues Cuppa & kids  
                    Sunday School Hall  from 9-30 am 
Wed Mass St Joseph’s 6-15 am 
Wed  Pioneer Park Men’s Shed from 9 am 
 Finishing round 4 pm with a pint at      
 The Bowlo Werner Bayer 4465 1058 
Wed KVRFS Training at Shed  6pm 
Wed             6-8 pm Iyenga yoga contact  
                     44  651364 
Thurs          Pilates KV Hall 1 pm—2-15 pm 
                       Enquiries 44 651 958 
Thurs          5 pm Golf Croquet 
                    Walking group P.O. 10 am 
Thurs  1-3 pm Women's Care & share -  
 Anglican Hall 44 651 585 
Sat              Mass - St. Joseph’s Church, 8 am 
         
Sun Anglican Church 4465 1585   
 8-30 am Traditional service  
 10 am Contemporary service and  
 Sunday School     
Sun Mass - St. Joseph’s Church, 11 am 

Bi-weekly events 
Thursday (1st & 3rd) Men’s Group— 7.30 pm - Bob Dunn 4465 1056 

* 
The Kangaroo Valley Voice is delivered to all house and land holders within the mountain boundaries of the Valley 

*Subscription to the Voice is available at a cost of $48 per year  
  Our data base of addresses needs to be updated regularly so if your address is incorrect please let us know. 

 
  Please tick the appropriate box:         I AM A NEW RESIDENT 
                                                              I HAVE PURCHASED PROPERTY 
                                                              SUBSCRIPTION  -  (Cheque or Money Order only thank you) 
                                                              CHANGE OR ALTER ADDRESS 
  Your Mailing Address:-         
                                         Name _________________________________________________________________            
                                                  
       
 Address _______________________________________________________________________________________________Post Code__________ 

 
 K.V. Voice Office:-  149 Moss Vale Rd , Kangaroo Valley 2577.   Phone (02) 4465 1621 

If you wish to advertise, have a story to tell, or know of any item you feel  would be of interest to our readers we would love to hear from you 

Claim the date! 
 

Jun 23         Pre School Winter Dance 
Jun 29        Braille Music Camp concert 
                     Clubbe Hall, Frensham 
Jun 30       Launch of Art and Soul 
Sep 1            Noahs Ark Challenge Nowra 
Sep 15        Open Gardens Wombat Hill and                   
                                              Graystone Grange 
Sep 29                  10th Annual Buster Keaton  
                                                Silent Film Show  
Oct 19-21    K.V. Folk Festival 
 

2012 
 

Feb 15-16       KV Show 
 

Organisations are invited to use this page  
to claim the date for any events they are planning,  

so as to avoid doubling up and clashes with other groups 
 
 

 
 
May 5         Arts in the Valley Thank you concert 
                    K. V. Hall  7pm 
 
May 20     Open day and morning tea at Pioneer Museum Park from 10 am 
 
May 27      UFC 146 will be screened at The Friendly Inn. Undercard starts at 12 noon. 
 
 

Monthly events 
 
 

Mon (1st) KV Rural Fire Service meeting – 7.30 pm – Fire Shed – David Smart 4465 1214 
 

Mon (2nd) Environment Group – 6 pm – The Gallery in Kangaroo Valley –  
            Peter Stanton 4465 1688 
 

Mon (3rd) A & H Meeting – 7.30 pm - K.V. Hall – Donna Parker, 4465 2170 
 

 Upper Kangaroo Valley Landcare Workbee. Contact Tess Heighes 4422 7147 
                                           for confirmation and location of meeting place.   

Tues (1st)        CWA 10 am to 12, 12 Speaker, 12.30 pm Combined Luncheon, 
           1 pm to 2.15 pm Meeting 

 

Tues (2nd)        Pre School Meeting 
 
 

Tues (2nd)       KV Historical Society 10-30 am to  noon Garth Chittick 4465 1367  
 

Tues (2nd)   KV Pioneer Settlement Trust meeting 9 am to 10.30 am 
           Elaine Apperley 4465 2026  
 
 

Tues (4th)          Lions Club. Carolyn Green 4465 1384 
 
Wed (1st)         Pioneer Museum Park. Working Bee 9.00 am to 12 noon  
                                  Werner Bayer 4465 -105 or Phil Scott 4465 1968.   
 
 

Thurs (2nd) P. & C. Meeting – – KV  School  
 

Fri (2nd) View Club General Meeting and  Luncheon – 12 pm – locations as advised 
 
 

Sat (last)   Brogers Creek Landcare – Andrew or Liz 4465 1482 
 
Sun (last) Fishing Club Competition day – Harold Sharman   4465 1140 
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KANGAROO VALLEY VOICE 
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newspaper of Kangaroo Valley 
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PRINT POST No.201494/00039 

OTHER ORGANISATIONS 
 

Alcholics Anonymous      Rick 4465 1113 
Brogers Creek Landcare    
                       Andrew Fitzsimmons  4465 1482 
Budgong Community Group  
                               Nicholas Carlile  4446 0591 
Historical Society Garth Chittick     4465 1367 
FYRE   Karen Harrison   4465 1699 
KV Arts Festival  
                            Denise Wright       4465 1963 
K.V.C.A..           Barbara Woodney  4465 1117  
KV Garden Group  Lee Sharam         4465 1756 
KVRFB Captain David Smart        4465 1214 
K. V. Show   Donna Parker             0411014493 
Iyengar Yoga Rose Andrews     4465 1364 
Osborne Park/Hall Jacqui. Lenz        4465 1272 
Pioneer Museum    Elaine Apperley 4465 2026 
Rock-Wallaby Melinda Norton 4887 8256 
Seniors Support    Tony Barnett         4465 1800              
Tourist Assn Lyn Obern 4465 1391 
Upper River Progress Assn   
                              David Loneragan 4465 1364 
 

EMERGENCIES  
Police  13 1444 or 4421 9699 
Ambulance 000  
Poisons 13 1126 
Integral Energy 13 1003  
Lifeline 13 1114 
Fire 000 

 

SPORTS & EXERCISE 
Bushwalking Fran Pritchard     4465 1599 

Cricket Club        Greg Thompson         4465 1531 
Fishing Club Vinnie Winch 4465 1448  
Golf Club John Rose 4464 2384 
Hockey Club       Sharon Gomez        4465 1580 
Pilates Kate Manka       0414 482 345 
Pony Club Ilse O’Reilly           4465 1767 
Rowing Club       Gerry Garrett          4465 1419 
Tennis Club Bruce Rodway 4465 1756 
 
 
Group Secretaries - please check & update details 

SCHOOLS & CHURCHES 
 

Preschool             Jacinta Powell       4465 1327 
P & C                    Bianca Murphy      4465 1182    
Public School John Bond             4465 1182 
Scots College Grahame Allen 4465 1089 
Anglican Church Andrew Patterson 4465 1585 
Sunday School Jeanette Dumbrell 4465 2708 
Catholic Church Anne Dynon 4464 1910 
 
 

 
CHARITIES & SERVICE GROUPS 

 

CMR Institute Isabel Butler 4465 1248 
Lions Club         Lorraine Mairinger  4465 1031 
V.I.E.W. Club     Jan Cole                  4861 7572 
Amnesty Int. Libby Turnock 4465 1357 
Environment        Rosemary Stanton 4465 1711 
Wires  4862 1788 
 

AGES & STAGES 
 

Cubs/Scouting   Gary Thomas           4465 1485 
Cuppa and kids  Cecily Paterson       4465 1585 


